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INTRODUCTION
Environmentalmonitoringis the supervisionand measurementof environmentalquality and its
influence on mankind and other organisms. Monitoringprimarily measures three aspects:
Measurement of Physical Indices Levels of noise, vibrations, electromagnetic waves,
temperatureand radioactivity.
Measurement of Chemical Indices The presence of various chemicalsin air, water, soil and
organisms.
Monitoring of the Ecosystem Ecologicalchangesattributableto human activities, suchas soil
erosion and desertification resulting from deforestationand livestock grazing; changes in
biologicalquality and communitycaused by pollutantsin the food chain; temperaturechanges
and destructionof the ozone layer by excess CO2 and CFC emissions.
The principles of monitoringare a defined purpose, a thorough and rational monitoringplan,
dependable monitoring methods and quality assurance measures, and scientific methods to
analyse and assess the collected data.
Environmental monitoring breaks down into subcategories including routine monitoring,
pollution source monitoring, accident monitoring, arbitration monitoring and research
monitoring. Monitoring is the foundationof environmentalmanagementand science.
China's history of environmentalprotection,beginningin 1974, falls into 3 stages:
Declaring a national environmental policy, founded on the simultaneous planning,
implementationand developmentof economic, developmentaland environmentalpolicy and
practice.
Introducingthis system and its guiding priciples (prevention first, "polluter pays", and the
establishmentof a governmentalauthority).
Establishinga set of managementmeasures:
* responsibilityfor environmentalprotectionobjectives;
* periodic assessmentof the urban environment;
* mandatoryenvironmentalimpact assessments(EIAs) for constructionprojects;
* the San Tong Shi system (measuresto mitigatepollution and other public hazards are to
be designed, built and implementedsimultaneouslywith the primary project);
* licenses to discharge a limitedamount of pollution and fines for exceedingthis;
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* pollution abatementdeadlines;
* emission control measures; and
* environmentalprotection by enterprises as a condition for promotion and designationas
"Advanced"units.
As environmental managementcapabilities have strengthened, environmental monitoringhas
been continuouslyenhanced. From 1974 to 1988, monitoringserved as "ears and eyes," only
providingbasicenvironmentalmanagementinformation. As environmentalmanagementbecame
more important,it was shown that simple supervisiondid not adequately reflect the importance
of monitoringto environmentalmanagement.
At the Second National Anti-Water Pollution Meeting in 1989, it was proposed that
environmentalmonitoring should be not just ears and eyes, but also a "ruler" against which
environmental protection trends and the level of management are measured. In 1990,
environmentalmonitoringwas identified as a primary managementand enforcement measure.
The 4th National Monitoring Work Conference that same year further emphasized these
conclusions. The centrality of monitoring is affirmed in Article 11 of The Environmental
Protection Law Of The People's RepublicOf China (1989).
Practice over the years confirms the importance of environmental monitoring. The two are
dependent on and inseparable from each other. If monitoring is separated from serving
environmentalmanagement,it is functionless;if environmentalmanagement does not rely on
monitoring,it loses its scientificbasis and becomesblind. This would lead to errors in planning
and decision-making.
After the 3rd National Environmental Protection Work Conference (1989), methods
characteristic to China were developed. The country was faced with three transformations:
transformation of qualitative management into quantitative; transformation of individual
abatementinto comprehensive;and transformationof concentrationcontrol into total emissions
control. Monitoringsupports and guides these targets.
According to the National Environmental Monitoring Management Rules And Regulations
(NEMMRAR) (1983), environmental management comprises six facets: management of
monitoringsystems;monitoringenterprises;monitoringtechniquesand technologies;monitoring
data and its management;monitoringpersonnel;and monitoringlogistics(conditionalassurance).
The monitoringsystem is the link between the six components.
NEMMRARand The EnvironmentalProtection Law (1989) are the foundation of monitoring
system management. The monitoring managementbranches of the environmental protection
bureaus (EPBs) and affiliated organizations are divided into four levels: primary (China
NationalE.nvironmental
Monitoring Center), secondary(provincialstations), tertiary (municipal
stations), and quatemary (district and county stations).
Monitoring agency functions vary from level to level. Generally, environmental monitoring
departmentsmanagemonitoringsystems,establisha monitoringnetwork, and superviserelations
between components. The state and provincialEPBs emphasizeprogram management,while
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municipal,district and county stationsemphasizeobjectiveplan management. Stationsat lower
administrativelevels emphasizedevelopingimplementationplansand organizingthe enforcement
under the instructions of different programs and objectives. In addition, they organize
implementationof relevant technical criteria and standards.
The duties of the China NationalEnvironmentalMonitoring Center (CNEMC)are:
1. To help develop monitoringprograms and annual plans for the entire country;
2.

To instruct and supervise secondary monitoring stations; to coordinate the national
monitoringnetwork; to train and professionallycertify monitoringpersonnel at lower
levels;

3.

To research statistical and analytical approaches to environmentalmonitoring data; to
collect, store, and analyze national environmental monitoring data; to compile the
national environmental yearbooks and draw environmentalpollution charts; to assess
nationalenvironmentalqualityand present periodicreports to the NationalEnvironmental
Protection Agency (NEPA);

4.

To supervisequalityassurance (QA) for nationalenvironmentalmonitoring;to study new
techniques, technologies and methods; to organize the development, preparation and
dissemination of standard research methods; to select instruments for national
environmentalmonitoring;

5. To undertake comprehensive environmental investigations at the national level and
investigate major pollution incidents; to arbitrate major pollution incidents and
internationalenvironmentaldisputes;
6.

To help developand revise nationalenvironmentalstandardsand technicalspecifications;

7.

As entrusted by NEPA, to review EIAs for major state construction, renovation and
expansionprojects, and help monitor the environmentalbenefits of abatement projects.

The main duties of the provincialEPBs are:
1. To help developprograms and annualplans for regional environmentalmonitoringwork;
2.

To collect, sort and store regional environmentalmonitoringdata, and supplyNEPA with
data for various monitoring reports; to compile and submit to NEPA regional
environmentalyearbooks;

3.

To give professional and technical instructions to the tertiary and quaternary
environmental monitoring stations; to supervise and coordinate the regional
environmental monitoring networks; to train and professionally certify lower-level
monitoringpersonnel;
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4.

QA for regional environmentalmonitoring;

5. Within the region, to investigateand arbitrate pollutiondisputes;
6.

To develop and modify local and national environmental criteria and technical
specifications;testing and verifying work, and providing basic materials;

7.

To undertakeenvironmentalQAand research on monitoringtechniquesand technologies
wiithinthe region; to help compilethe regional environmentalreport books;

8.

As entrusted by NEPA and CNEMC, to investigate pollution incidents, review
constructionproject EIAs, and monitorthe environmentalbenefits of abatementprojects;

The duties of the municipalEPBs are:
1. To carry out routine monitoringand analysis of various environmentalparameters such
as air, water, soil, biology, noise and radioactivity; to collect, store and sort
environmental monitoring data and periodically present technical reports on
environmentalquality and pollutiontrends in their cities to the environmentalprotection
authorities at their level and secondarymonitoringstations;
2.

To monitor pollution discharges from city enterprises; to establish pollution source
archives and provide monitoringdata for strengtheningpollutionsource managementand
the collection of discharge fees. (Dischargefee management units do not set up their
own measurementorgans.)

3.

To help draft municipalenvironmentalmonitoring programs and plans; to accomplish
various monitoringtasks as neededby the authorities;

4.

To be in charge of environmentalquality assessment for their city, to help compile
municipalenvironmentalreport books and yearbooks;

5.

To supervise the environmental monitoring network within their city and organize
technical exchangesand training for monitoringpersonnel;

6.

To study problems in importanttechnicallinks, such as fieldwork, sampling,monitoring
point allocation, sample transportation, storage, analysis and measurement to improve
monitoringtechniquesand technologies;

7.

To test and verify nationaland local environmentalcriteria and technical specifications;
to help develop and revise local environmentalcriteria;

8.

To investigate pollution incidents in their city and supervise technical arbitration of
pollutiondisputes.

The duties of the provincial and urban district environmentalmonitoringstations are:
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1. To draw up monitoring plans and regularly measure various parameters; to present
monitoringdata reports periodically to higher-levelstations; to compile and submit to
higher levels the provincialenvironmentalquality report books;
2.

To monitor provincial pollutant discharge units; to establish pollution source archives;
to manage enforcement of applicable environmental rules, regulations, criteria and
standards;and to provide monitoringdata for the environmentalmanagement,including
dischargefees;

3.

To accomplish various monitoring tasks needed by the environmental protection
authorities;

4.

To investigate pollution incidents in the province; to provide monitoringdata for the
arbitrationof environmentalpollutiondisputes; to organize a local monitoringnetwork;

5.

To propagategeneral and specific environmentalprotectionpolicies; to mobilizesupport
and enlist the public in environmentalsupervision.

The size and function of the enterprise monitoring stations are decided by enterprise
management. These stations contributeto the environmentalmonitoringnetworks at various
levels and are supervised by the correspondingenvironmentalprotection authority. Their main
duties are:
1. To develop environmentalmonitoringprograms and their own organizationalsystem;
2.

To participate in the local environmentalmonitoringnetwork; to monitor sectoral and
regional environmentalstatus in accordancewith general plans and requirements;to be
responsible for organizing environmental monitoring activities within their own
organizationalsystems or river basins;

3.

To help develop and revise the environmentalcriteria applied to their branch or area; to
participatein the discussionand examinationof national and local environmentalcriteria
and standards;

4.

To investigatemajor pollutionincidentsin their organization; to manage implementation
of environmentalrules, regulations, criteria and standards;

5.

To assess new construction, renovation and extension projects of enterprises and
institutionsin their organization;

6.

To collectenvironmentalmonitoringdata in their organizationor river basin; plot charts
of pollution trends and set up pollutionsource archives;

7.

The monitoring stations of the enterprises and institutions monitor their own units'
pollutantdischarge and shouldbe aware of changing trends;
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8.

Reporting monitoring data and information to the relevant authority and to the local
environmentalmonitoringnetwork;

9.

To organize research on monitoring techniques and technology appropriate to their
sectors, trades and professions; to train technicalpersonnel and conduct technical staff
exchanges;

10. Environmentalmonitoring stations in sectors like hygiene, water conservation and the
ocean are responsible for environmentalmonitoringin their organization. Aside from
coordinatingwith local environmentalmonitoring stations, they help investigatemajor
pollutionincidents as called on by environmentalprotectionauthorities.
According to "The Environmental Protection Law" the relevant administrative authority for
environmental protection, in coordination with the departments concerned organizes the
monitoring network. The national environmental monitoring network is subdivided into
networks at the state, provincial and municipallevels, managedby the relevant EPB.
The national environmental monitoring network comprises the provincial environmental
monitoring stations, the state environmental monitoring stations and the units monitoring
importantriver systems and coasts. A national environmentalmonitoringnetwork, headed by
CNEMC, has been established, includingan atmosphericmonitoringnetwork of 72 stations, a
surface water monitoring network consistingof 109 stations, an acid rain monitoring network
made up of 200 stations, a radioactivity monitoringnetwork consisting of 29 stations, and a
noise monitoringnetwork consistingof 52 stations.
Attentionis increasinglybeing paid to ecologicalmonitoring. Monitoring stations in grassland,
desert and ocean regions are being built by national and local governments. Each province,
autonomous region, centrally-govemed municipality and provincially-governed city, in
accordance with local environmentalmanagementrequirements, has set up local monitoring
networks, supervisedby the provincialor municipalmonitoringstation.
Each department, trade, profession and major river system has its own monitoring network,
responsible for coordinating with other monitoring networks, conducting environmental
monitoringactivities, carrying out pollutionabatementand collecting data to be reported to the
various governmentlevels.
Accordingto NEMMRAR, environmentalmonitoringstationsat different levels are supervised
by the environmental protection authorities at their respective levels, while the stations'
professionalwork is managedby the environmentalmonitoringstations immediatelysuperior.
The BeijingMunicipal EnvironmentalMonitoringCenter (BMEMC)(Figure I-1) carries out its
monitoring work under the supervision of the Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection
Bureau (BMEPB)(Figure I-2) and CNEMC.
The Beijing Municipal Government (BMG) establishedthe Beijing Municipal Environmental
Protection Commission (BMEPC) to unify environmentalprotection work within the city.
BMEPBis the BMEPCadministrativebody, responsiblefor environmentalprotection planning,
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THE BEIJING MUNICIPALENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORINGCENTERIBMEMC)
(230 people)
LABORATORY
(104 people)

MANAGEMENT
(39 people)

INSTRUMENTATION
ANALYSIS
DIVISION (11 people):
Large sophisticatedinstruments used for qualitative & quantitativeanalysis of multicomponent
organic and inorganicmaterial.

MONITORINGNETWORK &
QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION (5
people): Drawing up the
network'sannual work plan;
managementof personnel,
training and measurement;
standardizingmeasurement
methods, criteriaand
standardsand managementof
QA system.

WATER QUALITY MONITORING
LAS (22 people): Routine
monitoring of surface
water and industrial
wastewater;research on
anaLyticalmethods and
monitoringtechniques.
AIR MONITORINGLAB (28
people): Routine atmospheric monitoring;monitoring of air pollution
sources; research on analytical methods and monitoring techniques.

DATA COLLECTION&
ASSESSMENTDIVISION (6
people): Responsiblefor
optimumdistributionof
monitoringstations and
data collectionand analysis.
TECHNICALMANAGEMENT
DIVISION (5 people): Plans
BMEMC's professionalwork;
establishestechnicalwork
procedures; manages
technical work.

AUTOMATIC AMBIENT AIR
QUALITY MONITORINGSYSTEM
DIVISION (22 people):
Continuousyear-round
real-timemonitoringat 1
central station & 8 substations.

EQUIPMENT& MATERIALS
DIVISION (7 people): Purchases and maintains 8MEMC
equipment,supplies and facilities.

PHYSICAL TESTING LAB (9
people): Monitoringof
noise, vibrationsand
electromagneticradiation.

PERSONNELAND EDUCATION
DIVISION (4 people):
Responsiblefor personnel
recruitment,deployment,
certification,promotion
and compensation.

SOLID WASTE & BIOLOGY LAB
(12 people): Monitoring&
investigationof pollution
caused by domestic and
industrialrefuse; monitoringcrops; testing
fish and water toxicity;
monitoring indexedorganisms.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
DIVISION (7 peopLe): Collection & dissemination
of
foreign & domestic technical information;acquire &
maintain books & periodicals.

SOCIAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATIVE
OTHER
SECTION
AND LOGISTICS ADMINISTRATIVE
(23 people)
DIVISION
PERSONNEL
(48 people)
(16 people)
TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION (10
people): Supervise technical
developmentsand
service.

BMEMC OFFICE
Supervises
(5 people):
personnel
Management of
abroad for
ackninistrativesignificant
archives and
lengths of
secretarial
tim.
services.

ANTI-POLLUTION
DIVISION (6
people): Supervise the technical &
technologicat
design of smallscale pollution
control
projects.

LOGISTICS
SECTION (43
people): Supervises logistical matters, utitities and BMEMC
vehicles.

TECHNICAL
SERVICE SECTION
(7 people):
Provide monitoring equipment &
technical
expertise to the
broader society.

FINANCE SECTION (5 people):
Supervise funding, annual
budget & accounts.

FIGURE1-1

determiningobjectives,and conductingsupervisionand coordination. TheEPBs in each district
and county, under district or county leadership,are in charge of environmental management,
supervisionand coordination. There are full-time environmentalprotectors in each residential
district, and villagesand towns in the counties. Thus, a 3-level environmentalmanagementand
supervisionsystemhas been established. Basedon years of experience,Beijing's environmental
quality system has been set up so that management, quality control and environmental
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THE BEIJINGMUNICIPALENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONBUREAU
BEIJING MUNICIPAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
BUREAU(BMEPB)
(112 PEOPLE)
_

ADMINISTRATIVEOFFICE (20 people):
In charge of correspondence and
visits,
public information,
documents, archives and administrative
Logistics;
draws up annuaL work plan and synthesizes materials.
FIRST SUPERVISORY
DIVISION (10 people):
Supervises industries
prevention and elimination;
supervises
water, industries,
noise,
solid waste.

and

~~~~~enterprises;
pollution

SUBORDINATE
UNITS
(566 PEOPLE)

SECOND
SUPERVISORYDIVISION (9 people):
Supervises
pollution
and controls vehicular exhaust.

BEIJING MUNICIPAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE
(331 PEOPLE)

THIRD SUPERVISORY
DIVISION (9 people):
Reviews and approves
construction,
renovation and expansion projects.

BEIJING MUNICIPAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
MONITORINGCENTER
(221 PEOPLE)

FIFTH SUPERVISORY
DIVISION (4 people):
Manages nature conservation,
the agricultural
ecosystem, and supervises town and vilLage
enterprises.

BEIJING MUNICIPAL
TECHNICAL
TRAININGCENTER
(14 PEOPLE)

atmospheric

FOURTHSUPERVISORY
DIVISION (8 people):
Manages the pollution
discharge fee system and supervises district
and county work.

LAVS AND REGULATIONS
DIVISION (4 people):
Drafts laws, regulations
and criteria
for envirorvnental management, and supervises their
enforcement.
SCIENCEANDTECHNOLOGY
DIVISION (6 people):
Develops research
plans; supervises information management; arranges technical
exchanges between China and other countries.
PROPAGANDA
AND EDUCATION
DIVISION (7 peopLe): Manages public
information and education on envirormental
issues; liaison with
China Envirocmiental News.
PLANNINGAND FINANCEDIVISION (9 people):
Supervision of
environmentaL protection plans, the SMEPBbudget and district
county bureaus; statistical
work.
PERSONNEL
DIVISION (4 people):
training.

SMEPSpersonnel

recruitment

and
and

SENIORENGINEEROFFICE (6 people):
Research on envirornmental
protection
strategies;
develop mediun- and long-term programs;
supervise the envirornmentaL management information
system.
AUDIT, SUPERVISIONAND SECURITYDIVISION (3 people):
Oversee
auditing,
management and security
for SMEPBand affiliated
organizations.
MISCELLANEOUS
(14 people)

FIGURE1-2

monitoringare the three main componentparts (Figure 1-3).
Since opening the Three Wastes Control Office in 1971, BMG has developed its monitoring
capabilities to include an environmentalprotection system, an industry and communications
system, and water conservation, sanitationand epidemicprevention, and geology departments,
all conductingenvironmentalmonitoring, sharing results and coordinatingwith one another.
In 1977BMEMC was establishedand began operations. From 1976to 1985, Beijing's districts
and counties established EPBs. Most departments, trades and professions had already
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established monitoring offices. Rules, regulations, technical specifications, criteria, methods,
quality assurance, pollution source monitoring, data reporting and network management were
introduced and modified during this time. Beijing thus developed an environmental monitoring
system suited to both environmental protection and Chinese circumstances.
In the last five years, BMEPB has developed optimal monitoring point distribution and improved
management; improved technology, netwvorkedmonitoring stations, standiardized site allocation,
sampling and analytical methods, computerization of data processing and program-controlled
quality assurance have been introduced; and technical procedures appropriate for China have
been developed. Beijing's-environmental management and monitoring have become increasingly
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scientificand its managerialsystem has served as a model for other cities.
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THE SIX COMPONENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Name

Main Contents

Main Basis

1. Management of
monitoring
system

Establishment of networks, definition and adjustment of
functions and duties; establishment of relations between the
bureau and stations at the same level; relations between
higher- and lower-level stations and the relations of business
and technology; personnel, funding and materials for

Management rules for
environmental monitoring,
state or local network rules
and regulations.

_______________

2. Management of
monitoring
business

monitoring organizations and their subordinate relations.

Development and adjustment of monitoring programs;
development, assignment, evaluation and assessment of
monitoring work plans; setup and refinement of working
procedures, appropriate programs and plans for

'National Environmental
Monitoring Management
Rules and Regulations'
(NEMMRAR)

environmental protection.

3. Management of
monitoring
techniques and
technology

Choice of monitoring methods, criteria and procedures; setup
and adjustment of QA system; organization and coordination
of the monitoring of technical progress; examination and
assessment of technical results.

'Technical Specifications",
NEMMRAR, state or local
criteria, various technical
rules and regulations

4. Management of
monitoring
information

Processing, analysis, assessment, interpretation, handling and
storage of monitoring data; standard formats and
transmission of reports and technical results; determination
of collection scope, degree of processing and general storage
of environmentalinformation; management of technical
archives.

NEMMRAR, various rules
and regulations, 'Technical
Specifications'

5. Management of
monitoring talent

Monitoring staff selection and skills mix; enhancement of
ideological quality; technical training and updating;
cultivation and guidance of professional awareness;
enhancing organizational efficiency and the embodiment of
self-value of the staff members.

NEMMRAR, relevant
policies, laws and
regulations; personnel
management; various rules
and regulations

6. Management of
monitoring
logistics

Management of equipment, communications and transport;
equipment installation and adjustment; maintenance of
instrumental facilities; management of safety, health, welfare
and funding.

NEMMRAR, various rules
and regulations

TABLE I-1

11Ii %;

THE BEIJING MUNICIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Beijing'senvironmentalmonitoringsystemis a network supervisingthe environment. According
to "NationalEnvironmentalMonitoringManagementRulesand Regulations"(NEMMRAR),the
Beijing Municipal Environmental Monitoring Center (BMEMC), a division of the Beijing
Municipal EnvironmentalProtection Bureau (BMEPB)is responsible for organizing Beijing's
18 district and county environmentalmonitoringbureaus (EPBs), setting up an environmental
monitoringnetwork and coordinatingthe monitoringunits of associatedbureaus and companies,
including the sanitation and antiepidemicbureau, the hydrogeologicbureau, the meteorologic
bureau, the agriculturalbureau, the head companiesof the chemical and textile industries, the
Capital Iron and Steel Company and the Yan Shan petrochemistry Head Company. These
monitoringunits share responsibilityfor environmentalmonitoringwork in Beijing(Figure 1-1).
BEIJINGMUNICIPALENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGNETWORK
BeijingMunicipal
Environimentat

Protection
Bureau

Cina NatfonatEnvironmentat

Monitorin
nCenter

eratp-eevei
Beijing
Municipal
Environmental MoritoringNetwork
Monitoring
Center
Ior
Primary
monitoring
network
Monitoring
network
of
environmental
protection
d " rtmentsand affiliated
organization

Envsroumentat
monitoring
complestations
in districts
andcounties
i

Secondary
monitoring
network

Departmentaq
andtrade
envirobmentar monitoring
stations
Department
andtrademconitoring
network

Tertiary
msnitoring
networkEnepiemoioigsaos

FIGURE 1-1
Construction of BMEMC facilities started in March 1974, and the present quarters were
completedand put into service in October 1977. BMEMC is a provinciallevel environmental
monitoringagency, one of the first in China. 230 staff work in the Center, 163 of whom are
technical personnel. BMEMC possesses fixed assets valued originally at Y18.62 million.
Facilitiestotal an area of 20,000 square metres,presentlyholding 18 large instrumentalfacilities
and equipment,includingan ICP, a GC/MS, an AAS, a GC, an LC, a U.V spectrophotometer,
a fluorescent spectrophotometer,a dust ,8 radio-detector, and a mobile automatic air quality
monitoringstation.
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In 1983, in cooperationwith Thermal Election Corporation(TECO), an AutomaticAir Quality
MonitoringSystem was introduced. This System, which has been running for 7 years, consists
of 8 substations(7 in the urban and inner-suburb districts, and 1 in the outer suburbs) and a
central station. The data capture rate is over 85 percent. BMEMC is divided into 18 divisions
and labs (Table 1-1). This includesa water lab, an air lab, a solid waste lab, a biology lab, a
physical testing lab, an instrumentationanalysis division, an automatic air monitoringsystem
division, a monitoringnetwork and quality assurance (QA) division, a technical management
division, a data collection and assessment division, a technical information division, and a
division for supplying equipment and materials. BMEMC has evolved as a technical and
organizationmodel as well as a source of data for environmentalmonitoringwork in Beijing.
In accordancewith monitoring agencytasks stipulated in NEMMRAR, BMEMC functions as
both a provincialand a municipalstation, supplyingBMG with data needed for environmental
managementwork. BMEMC duties include:
1. Drafting medium- and long-term programs and annual plans for supervision and
monitoringof key pollution sources;
2.

Organizingand supervisinga municipalenvironmentalmonitoringnetwork assessingair
quality, water, soil, noise and otherparameters;organizingtechnical exchanges,training
and certificationof monitoringpersonnel;

3.

Managingdistrict and country EPBs;

4.

QA work in various monitoringmedia;

5.

Collecting, analyzing, and storing environmentalmonitoringdata; preparing municipal
environmentalqualityassessmentsand compilingthe annualenvironmentalqualityreport;

6.

Various other monitoring tasks as neededby administrativeauthorities;

7.

Developing, revising and verifying state and local environmental standards, technical
specificationsand criteria; research on environmentalmanagementand monitoring;and

8.

Investigatingpollution incidentsin Beijing;arbitration of environmentaldisputes.

During its years of experience, BMEMC has evolved some characteristics of its own. These
include:
1. As well as relying on the network units, BMEMC directly reviews the most important
componentsof the work. BMEMChas accumulatedconsiderableexperiencein network
siting, sampling, analysis, quality assurance, data collection and processing, and largescale monitoringorganizations.
2.

As various industries are located in Beijing, and emergencies occur periodically,
BMEMC has practical experience in monitoringpollution sources and accidents.
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3.

BMEMC has for some time monitored and analyzed trace elements, teratogens,
carcinogensand mutagens,as it possesses sophisticatedinstrumentsand facilities.

4.

Through study and research on the AutomaticAir Quality Monitoring System, System
softwarehas been improved. This System,under strict quality control, has been running
for 7 years and its annual data capture is still over 75 percent.

5.

Through investigationof pollution sources and data analysis, BMEMC has developed
various pollutiondispersion models and assessmentmethods, laying a foundationfor air
pollutionmodellingin Beijing's urban areas and inner suburbs.

Followingthe establishmentof BMEMC,between 1976to 1985the 18 district and county EPBs
established monitoring stations, supplementingBeijing's environmental monitoring network
(Table I-1), the front line of environmentalquality measurementand monitoring. At present,
216 staff memberswork at these monitoringstations.
DISTRICTAND COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTIONBUREAUSIN BEIJING
ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTION
BUREAU

DongchengDistrict

PERSONNEL

10

Xicheng District

TECHNICALPERSONNEL
SENIOR
ENGINEERS

1

2

400

200

2

400

300

3

300

200

7

900

200

3

346

382

7

Chongwen District

11

Chaoyang District

27

Haidian District

17

Fengtai District

18

Shijingshan

District

VALUE OF
INSTRUMENTAL
FACILITIES
(USS,000)

ENGINEERS

7

Xuanwu District

AREA
MONITORED
(i2)

1

1

4

409

150

4

1000

300

15

2

530

300

MentougouDistrict

9

1

230

300

Fangshan District

16

2

1000

200

Daxing County

10

1

530

200

Tongxian County

12

2

1000

200

Shunyi County

10

1

700

200

Pinggu County

9

2

500

200

Miyun County

12

1

300

300

Changping County

9

3

540

209

Yanqing County

8

1

400

134

Huairou County

9

450

200

9935

4,175

TOTAL

216

3

41

TABLE 1-1

According to each administrative district's characteristics (population, physical geography,
industrial layout and structure) the monitoringstationsemphasizedifferentprimary tasks. For
example, the Miyun and Huairou county monitoringstationsin the outer suburbs emphasizesafe
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drinkingwater; the Chaoyang,Fengtai and Shijingshanmonitoringstations in the inner suburbs
place more emphasis on the control of industrialpollution; the four urban monitoringstations
pay particular attention to environmentaland traffic noise, smokeand dust control.
The district and county monitoringstationsprovide technicalsupport for the implementationof
environmental management rules, regulations and measures. They do much work in
environmentalquality measurementand supervisorymonitoringof key pollution sources, and
provide a scientificfoundationfor collectingexcess pollution discharge fees. The district and
county monitoringstationsare the environmentalmanagementlaws' main enforcers.
These stations' personnel distribution,staff quality, monitoringfacilitiesand station work areas
do not fill the entire city's environmentalprotection requirements. Therefore, it is necessary
that they make a greater effort to strengthenand improvetheir monitoringcapability. According
to NEMMRAR, Beijing's monitoringstationsare classifiedas quatemary stations (district and
county EPBs, provinces, municipalitiesdirectly under the central government or big cities).
Yet, measured by population and industry density the Chaoyang, Haidian, Fengtai and
Shijingshanmonitoringstations in Beijing's inner suburbs, have concurrently the functionsof
a tertiary station (municipal district monitoring stations). This is different from district
monitoringstationsin other big cities.
Beijing's district and county monitoringstationsprimarily undertake these tasks:
1.

Routine environmentalquality measurementsin their own districts in accordance with
BMEPBand BMEMCmonitoringplans; regularly reportingmonitoringdata to BMEMC;
environmental quality assessmentsin their own districts or counties; and compiling
annual environmentalquality reports for their district or county;

2.

Monitoringpollution sources in their area and using this data to assess excess pollution
discharge fees.

3.

Other monitoringtasks as needed by the environmentalprotectionauthorities;

4.

Investigatingpollutionincidentsin the district or county, to provide data for arbitration
of pollutiondisputes;

5.

Managementof the professionalorganizationand coordinationof monitoring networks
in their own districts (only certain district monitoringstationsare subject to this).

In addition to Beijing's district and county monitoringstations, 19 bureaus or head companies
and more than 100 enterprises or institutions located in Beijing have their own monitoring
stationsor offices, forminga environmentalmonitoringnetwork covering Beijing. In general,
the trade monitoringstations possess more highly qualified staff membersand more advanced
monitoringmethods.
The main functionsof the departmentaland trade monitoringagencies are:
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1. Developingenvironmentalmonitoringprograms for their organizations;
2.

Contributingto the state or local environmental monitoringnetwork and undertaking
monitoringwork accordingto networkplans and requirements;organizingenvironmental
monitoringnetwork activitieswithin their own organizations;

3.

Developingand revising the environmentalstandards to which the organizationwill be
held responsible;helping evaluate state or local environmentalstandardsand criteria;

4.

Cooperatingwith pollutioninvestigationswithin their organizations;

5.

If certified, helping assess construction,renovation and expansionprojects within their
subordinateorganizations;

6.

Collectingenvironmentalmonitoringdata in their field and making it publiclyavailable;

7.

Organizing monitoringresearch in their field and training technical personnel. These
institutional monitoring stations are primarily responsible for monitoring pollutant
dischargeswithin their own units to track pollutiondischargesand changingtrends. The
monitoring stations report their findings to the local EPBs, participatingin the local
environmentalmonitoringnetwork.
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BASIC TASKS AND PROGRAMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Environmentalmonitoringis the foundationof environmentalprotectionand of laws addressing
environmentalmanagement. NEMMRARstipulatesthat environmentalmonitoringmust:
* regularly monitor significantenvironmentalparametersto track and assess environmental
quality status and emerging trends;
* monitor pollutant dischargesfrom regional sources;
* provide the governmentwith accurate and reliable monitoringdata in order to implement
laws and regulations, enforce standards and and carry out environmental management
work;
* support research on environmentalmeasurementto develop new and improvedmonitoring
techniques.

The taslcsof the monitoringstationsat the various levels are:
* Environmentalquality measurementsin their region;
* Supervisionof pollution sources in their area;
* Researchin their area; and
* Supervisionand managementin accordance with the government's environmentalaction
plan.
ENVIRONMENTALQUALITYMONITORING
AtmosplhericMonitoring
Air pollutionin Beijing is primarily smoke, in great varieties and quantities, from burning coal
and fly ash. Automobile emissions along major roads and industry in certain sectors also
contributepollution. The main pollutantsmeasuredare SO2, dust, NO,, and CO.
Allocation of Monitoring Points The present distributionof atmospheric monitoring stations
throughout Beijing was determined in accordance with the distribution of pollutant sources,
district ifunctions,populationdensity and spread of pollutionfrom the source. To improve the
distribution and account for changing demographics, the distribution has been adjusted three
times, in 1980, 1985 and 1991.
SO2 is monitoredat 71 points in Beijing (Table 2-1). BMEMC operates 8 automaticcontinuous
air quality monitoringstations, while manual samplingis done at the other locations. District
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and county EPBsmanage41 monitoringstations;the sanitationand antiepidemicstationmanages
a monitoringstation in each of Beijing's 4 WHO districts; the Yan Shan PetrochemistryHead
Company monitoring station operates 6 stations near its facilities; and the Iron and Steel
Company monitoringstationoperates 12 sites near its facilities.
SO
2 Monitoringin Beijing
POLLUTANT

URBAN AND INNER SUBURBAN AREAS
URBAN

so,
(Automatic
Monitoring

HNuiber
Of Monitoring

System}

Capture Rate per Year (%)

SO2 (ManuaL

Number Of Monitoring

Number Of Valid

Substations

DaiLy Averages

INNER
TOTAL
SUBURBAN

SD2
(Stations

WHO
Districts)
Sulphation

Daily

Capture Rate

4

7

1

821

1120

1941

285

75.0

76.7

76.0

Points

752
=

Point

78.1
41l

()

Number Of Monitoring

DISTRICT
AND COUNTY

3

Sampiing,
5
Days/Quarter) NumberOf VaLid Daily Averages
.____________

OUTER
SUBURBS,

2

2

97.7
4

l

in
Number Of Valid
_Daily

Daily

Averages

Capture Rate (%)

Nurber Of Monitoring

336

335

671

l

46.0

45.9

46.0

l

Points

14

13

27

51

Monthly Averages

160

152

314

588

Rate
Number Of Valid

TABLE 2-1

Sulphation rates are observed at 91 points in Beijing (Table 2-1). The district and county
monitoringstations manage 78 of these (14 in urban areas, 13 in inner suburbs, 51 ir, outer
suburbs or counties); the Capital Iron and Steel Company monitoringstation manages 13 sites.
There are 86 monitoring points for NO, in Beijing (Table 2-2). Automatic continuoi-s
monitoringis carried out at 8 BMEMC stations, and manual sampling at the other points. 26
of the manual sampling stations are in urban districts or inner suburbs, 40 in outer suburbs,
districts or countiesand 12 operatedby the Capital Iron and Steel Company monitoringstation.
CO is monitored at 34 points across the city (Table 2-3), 8 automatic continuous monitoring
points and 26 manual samplingpoints. Of the manual sampling stations, 22 are set up within
the third-ring road (10 within the second-ring road, 12 between the second-ring road and the
third-ringroad); 4 between the third-ring road and the planned fourth-ringroad.
03

and IP are monitoredat BMEMC's 8 automatic continuoussubstations.

The Yan Shan PetrochemistryHead Company monitoring station monitors H2S at 6 locations
near its facilities.
There are 96 dust-fall monitoring points in Beijing. 84 are district and county monitoring
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NOxMonitoring In Beijing (1988)
AUTOMATIC
MONITORING
SUBSTATIONS

Urban
Areas &
Inner
Suburbs

7

Urban Area

3

Inrer
Suburbs

4

MANUALSAMPLING

VALID DAILY
AVERAGE
CONCENTRATIONS

MONITORING
POINTS

1881 Traffic
Within The
Ptanned 4thRing Road

NUMBER OF
MONITORING
DAYS

VALID
SAMPLES

VALID DAILY
AVERAGE
CONCENTRATIONS

26 1st 5 days
of each
quarter (20
total)

2040

510

22 June 7-11

1728

432

779
1102 Within Third-

RingRoad

Outer
Suburbs,
Oistricts,
Counties
1

Ding Tomb
(ctean
Point)

Within 2ndRing Road

10 Sept. 6-10

784

196

2nd-Ring Road
To 3rd-Ring
Road

12 Dec. 6-10

944

236

4

312

78

10

3144

786

3

240

60

Daxing

1

304

76

Changning

3

240

60

Tong Xian

4

320

80

Fangshan

6

480

120

Shunyi

4

320

80

Miyun

3

240

60

Pinggu

4

300

75

Yangquing

4

300

75

Ding Tomb
(CteanPoint)

1

80

20

NHuairou

4

320

80

TOTAL

66

262 3rd To The
Planned 4thRing Road
Outer

Suburbs,
Districts,
Counties
Mentougou

____________

____________

D________
___________

TOTAL

___________

8

21431

5484

12Y6

TABLE2-2

stations; the Capital Iron and Steel Company monitoringstation manages another 12.
There are 4 TSP monitoringpoints in Beijing's four WHO districts (industrial, commercial,
residential and sanitation), managedby the municipalsanitation and antiepidemicstation.
There are 2 monitoringpoints for atmosphericrainfall; one is on the premises of BMEMC and
the other in Daxing county.
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CO Monitoring In Beijing (1988)
MANUAL
M
SAMlPLING

AUTOMATIC
MONITORING
SUBSTATIONS VALID DAILY
AVERAGE
CONCENTRATIONS
Urban Area
And Inner
Suburbs

7

MONITORING MONITORING
POINT
DAYS

1854 Traffic
Envirorvnent
Within The
Plamnedg

26 1st 5 days
of each
quarter (20
totat)

VALID
SAMPLE

VALID
DAILY
AVERAGE
CONCENTRA
______________
_____________
TION

1530

510

4th-Ring
_______

______
_____

______Road

Urban Area

3

Inner
Suburbs

4

_

1022 In 3rd-Ring
Road

~~~~Road

Inner
Suburbs,
Districts,
Counties

2nd-Ring
Road To
3rd-Ring
Road

TOTAL

_

_

l

22 Quarterly

1

8

10 June 7
_

_

_

_

_

_

194
_

12 to Jure 11

_

_

_

708

236

240

80

1530

510

Sept.6-10

246 The P(anned
4th-Ring
Road
2100

430

582

__

3rd-Ring
Road To

________

1290

l

In 2nd-Ring

Ting Tomb

_

832 _

_____________

____________
_____________

_

TOTAL

4 Dec. 6-10

26

TABLE2-3
Monitoring Methods and Sampling Frequency Except for the 8 automatic air quality
monitoring substations, monitoring at the manual sampling points is carried out by scheduled
sampling and evaluating collected samples at the lab. Sampling frequency is determined by
analysis of data gathered from the automatic monitoring instruments, compared to the manual
sampling results. The combination of manual and automatic continuous monitoring increases
the area covered, providing a reasonably accurate evaluation while saving a significant amount
in capital construction, maintenance and operation costs.
Data Transmission And Analysis Data from the automatic substations is transmitted to the
central station through a dedicated radio communications network and input into the mainframe
as tables. After the data is examined and analyzed, BMEPB and other departments issue
monthly, quarterly and annual reports.
Vehicle Exhaust In addition to the routine air pollution monitoring system, BMEMC and the
district and county monitoring stations monitor automobile emissions; BMEMC also monitors
200 experimental vehicles equipped with exhaust purification equipment.
Manual sampling frequency:
0

SO2 , N0, and CO: 4 times a year (March, June, September and December, for 5 days at
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*
*
*
*
*
*

the beginningof the month; 24-hour continuous sampling every other day at the WHO
monitoringsites).
Sulphationrate: measuredby the alkalizationmethod once a month.
H2S: continuousmonthly samplingfor 3 days at the beginningof the month;
Dust: once a month, samplingfor a whole month;
IP: continuoussampling each month for 10 days; Pb and Bap in IP are analyzed at the
same time;
TSP: 24-hour continuoussamplingevery other day;
Rainfall: tested for pH, conductivityand chemical componentsafter every rain or snow.

Ambient Water Quality Monitoring
Beijingis located in the valley of the Haihe River. The city receives less rain than the eastern
half of the country. Some 60 rivers or streams flow within the city. Since 1949, 84 large,
medium-sizedand small reservoirs have been built, with a total storage capacity of 71.86
hundred million m3 . 70 percent of Beijing's urban and inner-suburb groundwater is in the
western and south-westsuburbs. This has been heavily tappedfor many years and water quality
is poor; the water table has descended and pollutants in untreated industrial and domestic
wastewater seep into the aquifer through rivers, canals, ditches, sewers, seepage pits and
irrigation, hardening the water and increasing the nitrate content. Protecting water quality,
especiallydrinking water, is the focus of water monitoring.
Surface Water Monitoring Points 64.8 percent (10,400 k2) of Beijing's surface water is in the
mountainousareas and 35.2 percent in the plains (6,400 k2). BMEMC surveyed hydrologic
characteristicsof the rivers, lakes and reservoirs, the distributionof pollution sourcesin Beijing,
and factors such as controllability, representivity, comparability with historic data, regional
status, self-purificationcapacity and dispersion, then identified spots for monitoringpoints.
There are 204 surface water monitoringpoints in Beijing. 50 are in Miyun county, upstream
from Beiijing'smain water sources, Huairou, Yangquing and Pinggu counties and the water
source conservationareas of the Haidian and Mentougoudistricts; 23 are in the tourist zones in
Haidianand XichengDistricts; 54 are in industrialareas and downstreamof the city's industrial
and domestic wastewater sources (Shijingshan, Fengtai, Chaoyang, Daxing and Tongxian
Counties).
Surface water monitoringis managedjointly by BMEMC and the 18 district and county EPBs.
In 1990 82 rivers or river sections, totalling 2100 k2 (77.8 percent of Beijing's total), were
monitored.
18 reservoirs, with a storage capacity of 70.60 hundred million m3 , or 98.4 percent of Beijing's
total storagecapacity, are monitored. 19 lakes, with a capacity is 10.375 million m3 , some 90.9
percent of total capacity, are also monitored.
Monitoring Techniques And Frequency Samples are manually gathered and sent to the labs
for analysis. Regular monitoringis done 4 times a year, in the dry season (April and May) and
rainy season (July and August).
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Parameters Measured More than 20 parameters are measured, on various schedules. These
include: water temperature, color, odor, PH, SS, COD, hardness, DO, BOD(5), ammonia
nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, volatile phenol, cyanide, heavy metal, oils, total phosphorus, total
nitrogen, conductivityand turbidity. Surfacewater phenol, cyanogen, mercury chromium and
arsenic are monitored only at certain locations, once in the dry season and once in the rainy
season.
Biological Monitoring The biological status of a water body directly reflects environmental
quality, and therefore BMEMC monitors certain water bodies. Stationary monitoring points
have been establishedup and biological samples are collected in certain seasons. Through
identificationand analysis of speciespresent and their changingcircumstances,water qualitycan
be assessed. Work completed includes investigations of eutrophication in lakes, reservoir
hygiene indexes and investigations finding that there are no large biological belts in certain
rivers.
Groundwater Monitoring Beijing contains rich, if polluted, groundwater resources.
Groundwater monitoring is jointly done by the Beijing Hydrogeology Company, the Beijing
Sanitationand AntiepidemicStation and the Beijing Running Water Company. Since 1973, a
network of groundwatermonitoringpoints has been created, surveying regional water quality.
Extra monitoring stations are located near drinking water sources and significant pollution
sources. At present there are 562 groundwatermonitoringwells, 306 in urban areas and inner
suburbs and 256 in the outer suburbs and counties, collecting samplesin dry and rainy seasons.
More than 20 parametersare measured,includinghardness, nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and heavy
metals. The monitoringdata and materialsare reported to BMEMC annually and incorporated
into the annual environmentalquality yearbooks.
Noise Monitoring Beijing residents increasingly are complaining about noise pollution-50
percent of their letters and calls of complaint address this. BMEMC has establisheda noise
monitoring systemconsistingof:
* Monitoring points across the city (287 monitoringstations, 95 in urban areas and 192 in
the inner suburbs), assessing the average amount of noise in Beijing and the different
districts. The monitoring work is carried out jointly by BMEMC and the 8 district
monitoringsubstations. Noise monitoringis conducted from October to Novembereach
year.
* Traffic noise monitoringstationsin urban areas or inner suburbs (469 monitoringstations,
129 in urban areas, 167 in inner suburbs, 173 in the outer suburbs and counties). Traffic
is monitoredfor 9 days between Octoberand November of each year.
BMEMC and some district monitoring stations also do some noise monitoring as part of the
city's environmentalmaster plan. For the last three years they have monitored noise from
firework displayson the eve of the Spring Festival. 6 monitoringpoints were establishedin the
affected residentialdistricts, 4 in urban areas and 2 in the near suburbs.
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POLLUTIONSOURCE MONITORING
Beijing's industrial developmenthas greatly impacted urban constructionand developmentand
environmentalquality. In Beijing,there are 9000 industrialenterprises, of all sizes, representing
varioustrades and professions. These include 179 large enterprises, 307 medium-sizedonesand
1643 municipal or state enterprises. According to NEPA's "3000 Major Pollution-Causing
Enterprises In China", Beijingcontains45 major sources of industrial wastewaterand 55 major
sources of industrial waste gases. Industrialpollutionsource monitoringin Beijing is presently
done by enterprise, industry, and district and county monitoringfacilities. BMEMCirregularly
monitors a small number of outstandingindustrial pollution sources, and manages arbitration
monitoring.
Enterprise monitoringstationsreport their data monthlyto their administeringEPB, which also
monitors key pollution sources within its district. In 1990, the 18 district and county EPBs
monitored 1818 significant industrial pollution sources (404 in urban areas, 886 in the inner
suburbs and 528 in the outer suburbs or counties). In addition, 550 kilns were monitored (110
in urban areas, 103 in inner suburbs and 337 in the outer suburbs or counties).
TECHNICALSUPPORTFOR ENVIRONMENTALMANAGEMENT
China's environmental managementis based on monitoring and measurement. The Beijing
environmentalmonitoringsystem provides technicalsupport and service through the following
features:
EnvironmentalResponsibilities
BMEMC and the district and county EPBs survey environmentalqualityin their district through
analysis of monitoringdata, helping enforce existing environmentallaws. They then provide
the appropriate governmentaldepartmentswith informationneeded to draft new environmental
protection objectivesand revise the municipalwork plan.
ReducingIndustrial Pollutionat the Source and Pollution Licensing
Monitoring stations at the various levels must verify reports on discharges from pollution
sources, so that a permissiblepollution load, within the local environment's carrying capacity
can be distributedbetween a region's industries. After experimentsbeginningin 1988, BMEPB
has begun issuing licenses to industries, entitling them to discharge a limited amount of
emissions.
Under BMEPB supervision, in 1988 the First Light Industrial Corporation, the Chemical
Industrial Corporation and the Textile Industrial Corporationexperimentedwith controlling at
the factory level COD discharges in industrial wastewater. By 1990, between the three
enterprises total industrialoutput value increasedby 1.9 percent, while average COD discharges
reduced by 8.16 percent, proving that pollutioncould be reduced withoutdecreasing production.
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The participatingenterprises paid close attention to the research, developmentand application
of samplingand measuring instruments,conductedresearch on wastewater dischargelaws and
optimum monitoringfrequency, and establisheda integrated monitoring managementsystem,
measurablycontrollingemissions. Since 1991, these enterprises have been experimentingwith
total control of gaseous emissions.
In 1989, BMEPBbegan to issue regular pollutioncontrol permits to other Beijingenterprises.
The Yongding River is Beijing's most important source of drinking water. BMEMC and
MentougouEPB monitoringsuggeststhat in the two years since these permits were issued 370
tons of COD dischargeand 220 tons of SSI dischargehave been kept out of the river, protecting
water quality and helping BMEMC to control other emissionsand clean up other river basins.
PollutionAbatementDeadlines
The monitoringstationsat the various levels help enterprises developpollutionabatementplans
and ensure that they are completed on schedule. BMEMC also supervises the San Tong Shi
(measuresto prevent and mitigatepollutionmust be designed and implementedsimultaneously
with the main project) system, and monitors state-approved construction projects, while the
district and county EPBs in turn clear projects approved by the district or county government.
EnvironmentalImpact Assessments
BMEMC and the district and county EPBs supervise the assessmentof present environmental
statusand potential environmentalimpacts surroundingconstructionproject, quality assurance,
and certify the environmentalimpact report forms that the enterprises must submit.
Excess PollutionDischargesFees
The district and county EPBs and the department, trade and profession monitoring stations
monitor pollution sources on which pollutant discharge fees are imposed, assessing the
productionprocess, measuringeffluents,their concentrations,the amountthe facilityis permitted
to dischargeand the results of abatementprocedures and equipment.
ENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGRESEARCH
Scientificresearch is the foundationof environmentalmonitoring. To do the most effectivejob
possible, BMEMC must pay attention to both scientific research and monitoring. Research
strengthensa monitoringorganization's technicalreserves and makes the monitoringwork more
comprehensive.
For the past several years, in additionto research for NEPA, the BeijingMunicipalScienceAnd
TechnologyCommissionand the Beijing MunicipalAdministrationCommission,BMEMChas
conductedresearch projects of its own, alloting30 percent to 40 percent of its research budget
and 5 percent to 10 percent of its operating expenses for this. Since 1974 BMEMC has
completedalmost 100 scientificresearch projects, of which 2 won national prizes and 22 won
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ministry or municipalprizes.
This research has led to improved monitoringquality, by producinggreater amountsof reliable
data, bolsteringenvironmentalmanagementand strategicplanningand improvingservicequality.
New anclimprovedmonitoringmethodshave been developed,intellectualresourcesstrengthened
by the rapidly expanding scope of work, and a contingentof skilled managerial, technicaland
research personnel has been garnered.
ImprovingMonitoring Quality
An integratedenvironmentalmonitoringsystemhas yet not been establishedin China, and many
urgent nmonitoringproblems must first be solved. Further research on monitoring quality is
neededas soon as possible.
Standardization Of Monitoring Methods In the 1970s, NEPA entrusted BMEMC and the
EnvironmentalChemistry Institute (Chinese AcademyOf Sciences)with the standardizationof
monitoringand analytical methods. BMEMC developeda standardizedprogram, subsequenly
publishedas "EnvironmentalMonitoringAnalyticalMethods", collecting the work of hundreds
of analysts from monitoringand research units, colleges and universities. This research filled
a substantialgap in standardizedmonitoringand analytical methods.
Research And Testing of AnalyticalMethods BMEMC organized testing of wastewater and
waste gases criteria by EPBs, industry monitoring sections and other Beijing environmental
protection offices. The resulting standardizedmethods became the foundation for pollution
source rnonitoring,the pollution discharge fee system and arbitration standards. BMEMC is
presently researchingquality assurance techniquesand improvedpollution source monitoring.
Inproved Techniques and TechnologyBMEMCorganizedand participatedin infrared remote
sensing and color photographymonitoringof the GuantingReservoir, the Miyun reservoir, and
Beijing's urban areas and inner suburbs, to map the distributionof garbage and smokestacks.
Since the early 1980s, a GCUMShas been used to analyzeorganic componentsin groundwater,
surface water, pollution sources, flyash and other media, to identify their composition and
potential harm.
Improviementof the Automatic Air Quality Monitoring System Since the establishmentof
Beijing's Automatic Air Quality Monitoring System, continuous research has improved its
instruments,softwareand quality control. The System has been operating for over 7 years, but
its annual data capture rate is still over 75 percent. System data is comparableto international
standards. BMEMC has compiled a quality assurance manual for a system of this nature, and
helped design, install and adjust a municipalautomatic air monitoringsystem for Zhengzhou,
adjustedinstrumentsfor the city of Anshan, designedand adjusteda mobileautomaticair quality
monitoringstationfor the Qing Dao potteryworks, and trained technicalstaff in qualitycontrol
and maintenanceof such a system in Shanghai,Suzhou, Harebin, Shenyangand Macao.
The DispersionModel Of AtmosphericPollutants
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Environmental monitoring is only the first stage of environmental protection, because raw
monitoringdata does not providevery much insight. The monitoringdata must be thoroughly
studiedto show where environmentalmanagementis needed and what will work best. BMEMC
research on pollution prediction and forecasting led to the creation of three models, used to
forecast SO2 concentrations,assess the distribution of various pollutants across the city, and
forecast changesin pollutionsources and trends under different control scenarios.
As part of work of total pollution emissions control BMEMC researched the total control of
pollutants in the canyon section of the Yongding river, and the total control of atmospheric
pollutants in ShijingshanCounty. BMEMC has also studied managementmeasures to control
emissions, particularly pollution discharge licenses and fees, and changing pollution control
theory from simpleconcentrationcontrol to total emissions control.
To more effectivelyprotect drnking water sources, BMEMC studied the Miyun Reservoir and
tourism's effects on its water quality, the effectsof aquacultureon drinking water sources, and
the environmentalimpacts of an important iron mine in Miyun County. The effects of the last
had been long disputed betweenthe ministriesconcerned,but BMEMC research led to effective
strategies.
DevelopmentOf New EnvironmentalMonitoringRealms
Creating a Solid Waste Monitoring System BMEMChas studied for several years the status
and sources of hazardous solid waste in Beijing, its toxicity and other environmentaleffects,
suitable sampling and monitoring methods and feasible control measures. A solid waste
monitoringsystemis being establishedbased on these studies.
Listing Priority Water Pollutants In associationwith other organizations, including China
National EnvironmentalMonitoring Center, BMEMC has developed a national list of priority
water pollutants, to be used to draft new legislation and a code of preferred monitoring
techniquesand control measures.
Researching Environmental Criteria BMEMC has conducted research on odor measurement
methods and associated environmentalcriteria, developing one more category for pollution
prevention and elimination required by environmental impact assessments of construction
projects.
Listing Priority Hazardous Chemicals In associationwith NEPA, BMEMC studied industrial
chemicals used in Beijing, and monitoringprocedures for the more hazardous. BMEMC has
since issued an inventoryof priority hazardouschemicalsused in Beijing.
Additionly BMEMC has undertaken research in standard materials, simple on-location
monitoringmethodsand the developmentof instrumentalfacilities.
EMERGENCYMONITORING
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BMEMC helps investigatepollutantincidentsin Beijing, and arbitrates pollutiondisputes. The
monitoringstations in the area of the incidentprovide the arbitration with data and participate
in the investigation.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING LABS
TASKS AND DEVELOPMENTOF THE ENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGLABS
Basic Capabilityin EnvironmentalMonitoring
The basic procedures of monitoringenvironmentalpollutants are monitoring, and analysis of
collected field samples.
Field Monitoring Pollutantsin ambientair and water vary stronglywith time and space. Direct
field monitoringis crucial to timely evaluationof the ambient environment. Though pollution
parameters measured directly in the field are limited, in the last decade many field monitoring
techniquesand equipmenthave been developed,rapidlyreportingdata from the field. Examples
include the portable water quality monitor, which measures pH, humidity, dissolved oxygen
(DO), reduction oxidation potential and turbidity; the portable water quality chemical
examinationcase, which also measurestheseparameters, as well as halogea, nitrate, sulfateand
some metal ions; the portable flue gas measuring meter, which measures SO2 , CO, NO and
darknessin stackeffluents; the portableauto-exhaustmeasuringmeter, which measuresCO, HC,
and particles in auto emissions; and the portable gas detector tube, which measures hazardous
gases in factory smoke.
The portable field monitorsare particularlysuitablefor unstableparameterslike DO or turbidity.
The simpler portable meters are generally used, but their findings are often less than accurate
and are not legally binding. These meters generally are used in preliminary pollution
investigations, immediate investigations of pollution incidents and supplements to routine
monitoring.
Continuous monitoring by the Automatic Monitoring Systems The Automatic Monitoring
System consists of stationary field monitoring stations (including sampling systems and
continuousmonitoringinstruments)and a computerizedcommunicationsystem. The Automatic
Ambient Air Quality MonitoringSystemcontinuouslymeasures ambient SO2, NO,, CO and 03
and rapidly reports real-time data findings. The automatic water quality monitoring system
continuouslymeasures pH, temperature, conductivity,reduction-oxidationpotential, dissolved
oxygen, turbidity, COD, ammonia, nitrogen, nitrate and chloride in rivers from sewage
treatmentplant effluent, and rapidlyreports real-time water quality data. Automaticmonitoring
systems are preferred because they offer better time and space resolution, and the data reported
are far more accurate and reliable. However, investmentand operating costs are high and the
parameters which can be measuredlimited. Where it is possible to establish such a system, it
is generally used to measure certain strategic parameters.
Remote monitoring Remote monitoring and sensing samples do not need to be manually
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collected,as the devicedirectly collectspollutiondata from the water surface or atmosphereover
an extensive region. Atmospheric smoke, fog, CO, NO2, SO2 and 03, aquatic thermal and
petroleumpollution,vegetationchanges,and salification,alkalization,erosionand desertification
are measuredby remote monitoring. The status of a sizable region can be quickly assessed.
However, these techniques are limited: they only determine the relative concentrationsof
pollutants,not absolute concentrations;their sensitivityand the parametersthat can be measured
are limited; the collecteddata must be extensivelyanalyzed. There is no indicationthat remote
monitoringwill completelyreplace manualsampling. Still, the broad range, high speed and low
cost of these techniques make them very useful when surveyingrelative pollution levels across
an extensiveregion and tracking the dispersion of emissions.
Analysis of field samples Pollution parameters that can be directly measured in the field are
limited, and automatic screening does not totally fill environmentalmonitoring requirements.
For example, in 1977, USEPA identified129 priority water pollutants, fallinginto 65 categories
and stemmingfrom 21 types of industrialpoint pollution sources. Of these, 114 were organic
pollutants, 13 were inorganic metals and 2 were other inorganic substances.
In the 1980s China issued "The ComprehensiveDischarge Standard Of Sewage", establishing
criteria for 31 pollutants, "The EnvironmentalQuality Standard Of Surface Water", outlining
criteria for 30 pollutants, "The Hygenic Standard Of Domestic Drinking Water", marking 38
pollutionindices,and "The Water QualityStandardOf Farn Irrigation", establishing22 indexes.
With advances in industry and agriculture, explosive growth in new varieties of chemicals,
increasinglythorough study in epidemiologyand improved monitoringtechniques, parameters
monitored are increasing continuously. Laboratorieswith the skills and equipmentto monitor
these are crucial to monitoringand environmentalimpact assessment.
The EnvironmentalMonitoring Labs
The main task of a regional environmentalmonitoringcenter is routine monitoringof ambient
air, water, soil, solid wastes, pollutants from various sources, noise and electromagnetic
radiation. The laboratory shouldbe comprehensiveand multifunctional,includingan analytical
chemistry lab, a biologylab, a physicslab and an electronicslab. Of these, the chemistry lab
is the most important and should be able to quantitativelyand qualitativelyanalyze different
inorganicand organic matters, collect samples,pretreat these for storage, and undertakequality
assurance.
BMEMCis responsiblefor organization, technologyand data acquisition, training, assessment,
and quality control of the monitoring network, district and county monitoring stations, and
.industrial monitoringunits, as well as routine and emergency monitoring. BMEMC plays a
leading role in developing technical competence in environmental monitoring. The
environmentalmonitoring labs should therefore be sized and skilled as appropriate to their
mission.
BMEMC constituent labs include a water quality monitoring lab, an air monitoring lab, an
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automatic ambient air quality monitoringlab (the System), an automobile exhaust monitoring
lab, a solid waste monitoringlab, an instrumentationanalysisdivision (a cental lab containing
large and sophisticatedanalyticalinstruments,whichare sharedwith other labs and severalother
organizations), a biological monitoring lab, a noise, vibration and electromagneticradiation
monitoringlab, a quality control and monitoringnetwork division, and a data collection and
assessmentdivision.
DevelopmentOf The EnvironmentalMonitoringLabs
In 1974, there were no lawsor regulationson environmentalmonitoring,technicalspecifications
or standardizedmonitoringanalytical methods. BMEMC was not established with a specific
agenda, but evolved, falling into three stages:
1974-1980: The Establishmentof BMEMC.
Pollutionstatuswas unknown,and therefore the primary monitoringtasks were to determine
the environmental status quo, initiate routine monitoring and monitor the most serious
pollutants (atmospheric SO2 and TSP; aquatic BOD, COD, phenol, cyanogen, arsenic,
mercury and chromium)in Beijing.
BMEMC rented lab space and began investigations,developingtheir work plan, facilities,
equipmentand processes. The primary monitoringtechniquewas in-lab chemicalanalysisof
field samples. Investment emphasizedcivil engineering and the most basic water and air
monitoringfacilities, such as different kinds of samplers, glassware for chemical analysis,
reagents, balance, colorimeter and acid analyses. Basic analytical instruments, such as a
spectrophotometer,a gas chromatographand an atomic absorption spectrophotometerwere
eventuallyacquired.
This helped Beijingand China develop standard water and air monitoringanalytical methods
and technical specifications for monitoring point allocation, and sampling periods and
frequency.

1980-1985Creation of the Monitoring Network
Based on the original BMEMC laboratory and the establishmentof monitoringmethodsand
technical specifications, the monitoring network was strengthened. District, county,
department and enterprise monitoringstations were established, extending monitoringover
a greater region.
BMEMC improved its quality assurance and quality control work, and provided technical
instruction, training, exams and assessmentsto the district and county monitoring stations.
Parametersmonitored continuouslyincreased. In additionto air and water monitoring,soil,
solid waste, biological and noise monitoringwere added to BMEMC's responsibilities,and
the appropriate labs created.
With the increasing list of parameters monitored, more analytical instrumentswere needed.
To avoid duplicationof certain basic facilities, a central laboratory equipped with large and
sophisticatedanalytical instrumentswas established,to be used for water quality, atmosphere,
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soil and solid waste monitoring. An automatic air quality monitoring system enhanced
monitoringtechnologyand further increase measuredparameters. Investmentfocussedon the
establishimentof district and county monitoringstation labs and acquiring additional basic
facilitiesfor BMEMC labs.
1985- Becominga Research Center
After a monitoringnetwork of 18 district and county monitoringstationsin and near Beijing
was completed, and eight automatic ambient air quality monitoring substations were
established,air and water was routinely monitoredby this system.
BMEMC's direct monitoring work was greatly reduced. Emphasis shifted to improving
monitoring, tightened monitoringof emissions and increased awareness that environmental
monitoring should serve environmental management. Additional monitoring facilities,
includingan emissionssource monitoringgroup, an automobileemissionsmonitoringlab and
a noise, vibration and electromagneticradiation monitoringlab were created. The central lab
acquired more sophisticatedanalytical instruments, additionalfacilities for spectral analysis
of organic and inorganicmatters, and, in the biologicalmonitoringlab, toxicity test facilities.
Investment focussed on acquiring additional basic facilities and lab devices, facilities and
devicesfor pollutionsource monitoringand sophisticatedanalyticalinstruments(GC/MS, ICP
etc).
Investment in environmental monitoring research projects was also increased. BMEMC
played a central role in developingtechnical skills in the Beijing environmental monitoring
network..
The EnvironmentalMonitoringLabs' Tasks
The Water Quality Monitoring Lab This lab carries out routine and emergency monitoringof
surface water, groundwater,drinkingwater and industrial wastewater. More than 40 parameters
in surface water are monitored,especiallypH, conductivity,DO, SS, color, COD, BOD, TOC,
trichloride, phenol, CN, AS, HG, Cr, phosphorus, heavy metal, and oils; groundwater is
monitored for some 40 parameters, particularly hardness, heavy metals, AS, HG, phenol,
pesticides, benzene, nitrobenzene, aminobenzene,developer, formaldehyde, and caprolactam.
This lab conducts research on analytical methods for pollutants which are not presently
monitored, on the laws of transport and transformation of pollutants and on total emissions
control. It also prepares ambient water quality assessmentand assesses the effect of control
measures. This lab also carries out technicaltraining and consultation for district and county
monitoringstations.
The Atmospheric Air Monitoring Lab More than 30 pollutants are monitored by this lab,
including SO2 , NOx, CO, F, H2S, CS2, HCN, HCL, NH3 , sulfurous smog, phenol, benzene,
formaldehyde,THC, non-methanehydrocarbons,BAP, TSP, dust, flue dust, fly ash, AS, Cr,
Pb, Cd, Mn, Fe, Ni and Be. Rain is routinely monitoredby this lab, for pH, conductivity,S0 4 ,
NO3 , CL, NH4 , K+, Na+ and Ca+2. This lab also conductsresearch on analytical methodsand
monitoringtechnology,total emissionscontrol and emissiondispersion. Assessmentof ambient
air quality assessmentand the effectsof control measuresare prepared here. Technical training
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and consultationfor the district and county monitoringstationsare also managedhere.
The Automatic Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Lab This lab carries out continuousreal-time
monitoring year round through the central station and the 8 substations. The automatic
monitoringsystemmeasures 11parameters,includingatmosphericS02, NOx, CO, 03, IP,o, and
meteorologicfactors like humidity, temperatureand wind direction and speed. This lab also
researchespollution models and forecastingand develops monitoringinstruments.
The AutomobileExhaustMonitoringLab This lab measures CO, HC, smoke, dust and Pb in
motorvehicle exhaust, makes some highwayexaminations,and assessesauto emissionreduction
measures.
The Soil And Solid Waste Monitoring Lab This lab monitors crops and investigatespollution
caused by domestic refuse and industrial wastes. More than 10 parameters are measured,
particularlysoil pH, heavy metals in soil and pesticide residues. At the same time, research is
conducted here on the background level of soil and grains, and on the environmental
consequencesof landfilling wastes. This lab also assesses the effect of waste disposalcontrol
measures.
The Central Lab This lab, housing the more sophisticated instruments, provides technical
support for monitoringwater, particles, soil and wastes. It makes qualitativeand quantitative
analysis of multi-component organic and inorganic pollutants, and conducts research on
analyticalmethodsand monitoringtechnologies. Researchtasks needingsophisticatedanalytical
instrumentsare done here, as well as technical training and consultation for the district and
county monitoringstations.
The Biological Monitoring Lab This lab routinely monitors bacteria and colibocillus,
investigatesfish poisonings for water pollution and monitors organisms whose status reflects
water quality.
The Noise, Vibration And Electromagnetic Radiation Monitoring Lab This lab investigates
and monitors ambient traffic noise, industrial noise, vibrations and certain types of
electromagneticradiation. Research on noise monitoringtechnology, the effects of noise and
technicaltraining and consultationfor district and county monitoringstationsare also conducted
here.
THE ENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGLABS' EQUIPMENT
Principles for Selecting Lab Equipment
The instrumentalfacilities selected for an environmentalpollution analysis lab should provide
a good level of productive use for the smallest reasonable investment. This is technically
complicated,but the following principles help the process:
0 Determine the nature and scope of the lab's function: the parameters to be measured;
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monitoring frequency and volume, including parameters mandated by national
environmental standards; priority area pollutants; parameters not covered by national
environmentalstandards but will be measuredfor another reason .
* Analyticalinstrumentsselectedshouldmeetnational,district or departmentalanalyticaland
reference standards.
* Be aware of the present situationand emerging trends in analytical instruments, domestic
and foreign, so that unobsolescentand reliable instrumentscan be selected. Reliabilityis
the most important factor.
* The ]Lab'smaster plan shouldprovidefor buyingthe most basic instrumentalfacilitiesfirst,
then increasing investmentas the work plan develops.
* New instrumentsmust be compatiblewith older equipmentto keep monitoringoperations
continuous; the instruments should also be compatible with national and intemational
techrnicalspecifications.
* Instruments should be consideredin terms of their applicationto both routine monitoring
and scientificresearch, to make full use their capabilities.
* More sophisticatedinstrumentsshouldbe purchasedonly once monitoringhas been ongoing
for some time, so that the amount of work needed from the instrument can be estimated
(if this is not large, partners able to share the instrumentshould be identified).
* The actual uses of the instrument are paramount. Perfection and complete modernityare

unrealistic, although manufacturersare increasinglyable to provide customizedproducts.
* Particular attention should be paid to what technical service manufacturer provides, to

enhance its operational life. A reasonablenumber of spare parts should be kept on hand
in case technical service cannot be gotten rapidly.
* Careful considerationmust be given to the instrumentalpurchasing schedule. At present,
the rate of development and renewal of instruments is very fast; if instruments are
purchasedtoo early and cannotbe put into operation immediately,capital lies idle and the
instrumentswill become obsolescentbefore their useful life is over.
Basic LaboratoryFacilities And Devices
In addition to the basic facilities and devices (Table 3-1), an atomic spectrometer (atomic
absorptionspectrophotometer,atomic emissionspectrometer),a spectrophotometer(visibleand
ultra-violetspectrophotometer)and a chromatograph(gas chromatograph,liquid chromatograph
and ion chromatograph) may be regarded as an environmental monitoring analytical lab's
fundamentalneeds. With this equipmentmost pollutants can be measured.
InvestmentIn Lab Facilities
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Since BMEMC began
Basic Facilities And Devices Of The Environmental Monitoring Labs
operations in 1974,
Y8.26 million hasN°O
Name
Quantity
been
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ini
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h i
h l
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soiL sanpler

air sampler
particlesampler
gas sampler
fluedust sampier

several

several
several

several
several

DATA PROCESSINGEQUIPMENT

personal
computer
(PC)
chart recorder
duplicator

9
several

2

TABLE 3-1

kinds of poly-aromatic
hydrocarbons in suspended particulate matter. This instrument was used for research on organic
pollutants, and management of toxic and hazardous chemicals, which could not be done on other
instruments.
The high-frequency ion emission spectral analyzer (ICP) is mainly used for the detection and
quantitative analysis of unknown inorganic metal elements. 60 elements can be simultaneously
determined. This instrument was used for research on the soil background level of Beijing, and
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particle content, source and distribution analysis, which could not be done using other
instruments. ICPs are noted for fast and simultaneousdetection. When there is a great amount
of routine monitoring work, an ICP can do some of the detection work done by an atomic
absorptionspectrophotometer. The proportionof investmentby the labs varies accordingto the
tasks and conditions for which an ICP is needed.
It was not necessary to make a large investmentin such sophisticatedinstrumentslike a GC-FIR
or a fluorescentx-ray spectrometer,becauseother organizationsin Beijingwith whom BMEMC
cooperates have these instruments. On occasion, BMEMC has rented a GC-FIR to detect
organicpollutants, and a fluorescentx-ray spectrometer,a scanningelectron microscopeand an
ion probe to examine the constituentsof aerosol particles.
Instrumentdepreciationmaintenanceexpensesare not includedin the total investmentpreviously
mentionecd.Analyticalinstruments' useful life averages 15 years. About Y100,000 a year is
also put into reagents, glassware and other disposablelab equipment, and Y300,000 a year is
spent on the renewal of instrumentspare parts and components.
STANDARDANALYTICALMETHODS
"Careful analysis of false data" was the sarcasticcomment common in Chinese environmental
monitoringcircles during the early 1970s. Monitoring data had been shown to be inaccurate,
incomparable,and questionable. The major reasonswere the lack of reliablenationalmonitoring
and analyticalmethods and no establishedquality assurance procedure. To solve this problem,
NEPA commissionedBMEMC and the EnvironmentalChemistryInstitute of AcademiaSinica
to develop standard monitoringand analytical methods.
The Organization
ResponsibLeAuthorities(NEPA)

Expert TechnicalCommittee

ITechnicaL Groups
ParticipantLaboratories

TABLE 3-:3

* Management: Assign tasks, review and approve methods.
* Technical Committee: Evaluate analytical methods and determine the criteria for their
accuracy, precision and detecting limits. Review the verification results, validate the
methodsand report to NEPA.
* Technical Groups: Assigned by the Expert Committeeto each task. The group leader
supervises the test plan design, the preparation of detailed testing procedures, the
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preparation and distributionof the testing samplesand reference materials, the collection
of the measurementresults from the participantlabs, the calculationand processing of the
data, and the determinationof the accuracy, precision and detecting limit of the method.
* Participatinglabs: Selectedby the TechnicalGroups. Usually, 6-10 labs are involved in
eachtask. The labs shouldbe familiarwith TechnicalGroup test procedures, carry out the
measurementsaccordingly,and report the results to the Technical Group.
StandardizationProcedures For AnalyticalMethods
The standardizationprocedure for an analytical method involves five stages:
1) Identificationof a new parameter to be monitored;
2) Identificationand investigationof a promisingmonitoringmethod;
3) Testing and verificationof the methodby multiplelaboratories;
4) Reviewand acceptance as a standard analytical method
5) Fine-tuningof the procedure as the science develops.
Analytical Method Optimization The basic principles for the selection of analytical methods
are as follows:
1. The method should be a) accurate and precise; b) free of interference, or interference,
when present, should be balanced by an effective masking agent or pre-separation
procedure; c) stable, to ensure reproducibilityand accuracy.
2.

The methodshould be sensitiveenough to detect the pollutantat concentrationsless than
1/3-1/10of the legal standardunder real-worldconditions,to ascertainwhether standards
have been violated.

3.

Equipmentand reagents required by the methodshould be readily available to local labs
throughout China. Each pollutant should be detectable by more than one technique
providing comparablefindings, to meet the different requirementsof differentlabs.

4.

New techniques and methods,foreign and domestic, shouldbe promotedwhere possible
to popularize them throughout China and raise monitoringtechnical levels.

A set of analytical methods, some of which had been developed in foreign countries, some in
China, were selected, based on these principles.
Inter-lab CoordinatedTests Inter-labtesting is intendedto determine the accuracy, precision
and allowable error limits of a proposed analytical method, providing the basis for method
selection, QC, and arbitration of analytical results. The test should be carried out in a
representativesample of labs, using standard samplesand procedures.
1. Test design:
Test parametersare selectedand their qualitativeand quantitativerequirementsare defined
based on factors affectingthe method's precision, accuracyand statisticalrequirements, so
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that the test results reflect the best representativityand applicability.
*

Labs: The participatinglabs should be randomly sampled according to statistical
requirements. The Technical Group considers participating labs' regional and
technicalrepresentivity. At least five labs should participate.

*

TflypesAnd Concentrations Of Samples: The standard samples should be
homogeneousand stable throughoutthe testingperiod. Usually, three concentrations,
low, medium and high, are prepared, as precision often depends on the sample
concentration. At least five differentconcentrationsof the samnpleshouldbe analyzed
if the relationship between precisionand concentrationis to be established.

*

Analysts: The lab shouldassign to the test analysts with moderatetechnicalskills and
practical experiencein the methodbeing used.

*

AnalyticalApparatus: Each lab shoulduse, as far as possible, equivalentapparatus.
Equipment (excluding special instruments) should not be shared between two
participatinganalysts.

*

Analysis Frequency: Each analyst shouldanalyze the same sample at least twice on
two different occasions.
..
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Based on these requirements, a method verification procedure was designed, standard
sampleswere distributed, and coordinatedtests carried out by participatinglabs.
2.

QC Of The CoordinatedTest
*

Calibrationof apparatus and measuringdevices
The analysts first plots a QC chart, then analyzes the sample and two parallel QC
samples. The results are examined againstthe QC chart.

*

Ihe Technical Group distributesa standardsample of a specific concentrationto the
participatinglabs. The labs analyzethis, checkingthe detected concentrationagainst
that reported by the Technical Group.
participantlabs So as t. find theirzsortages a

ill

thenMa

R

Handling of data obtained through the coordinated test The Technical Group arranges
variance uniformityand average uniformitytests based on data collected from the participating
labs. In-lab single-value uniformity tests should be carried out by the tir
Precision,
accuracy, detectionlimits, and permissibleerrors are calculatedfrom this processed data.
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EvaluationOf The Analytical Method The Technical Committeereviews and evaluates the
verificationresults againstthe establishedcriteria, decides whether to validate this method, and
report this to the responsibleagency for review and approval. The review cycle normallytakes
about two years.
Achievements
Analytical methods verified through these procedures were compiled into a book, Analytical
Methods For Environmental Monitoring (1983). The 127 formal methods measuring 72
parametersand 27 tentativemethodsfor 24 parametersincludedin this book have been endorsed
by NEPA as national standardizedenvironmentalmonitoringanalytical methods. Since 1983,
most of the water quality monitoring methods have been updated as technological and other
advanceshave enhanced monitoringmethods.
There are three important steps in standardizingan analyticalmethod: a) the choice of a sound
analytical method, b) well-organizedQC proceduresat all stages and c) scientificassessmentof
the analyticalmethod.
Methods verified through standardized procedures play an important role in environmental
monitoringand analysis in China. Their specific functions are:
1.

Obtainingreliable and comparablemonitoringdata throughout the country.

2.

Identifyinga method's accuracies, precisions, allowable errors and detectionlimits, so
that monitoringand QC are trustworthy.

3.

Providing authoritativedata, capable of supportinga court case.

Pollution Source Monitoring Methods: AnalyticalMethods For Environmental Monitoringis
suitable for environmentalmonitoring,but UnifiedAnalyticalMethods For Source Monitoring,
compiled by NEPA, is more appropriate for emissions and effluents with high pollutant
concentrationsand multipleinterferences. Sourcemonitoringmethodsare hard to verify through
the standard procedure, due to the unavailabilityof stable standardsamplesrepresentingvarious
industrial effluents. However, within one region, such as BMG, industrial wastewater can be
considered standard samples during the brief period when it is stable. NEPA, the district and
county EPBs and the industrial agency labs selected several representative enterprises from
various industrialsectors in the Beijing region and organized coordinatedtests. The analytical
methods developedthrough these tests are suitable for monitoringindustrial wastewater in the
Beijing region.
Analytical methods for new pollutants should be developed simultaneously with growing
scientific knowledge of the pollutant's environmental effects. Analytical methods already
establishedshouldbe continuouslyimprovedto improve its sensitivity,low detectionlimits,high
selectivityand rapid detection. A revised edition of standardizedmethodsis publishedevery 3-5
years. Monitoring And Analytical Methods For Water And Wastewater and Monitoring
And
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AnalyticalMethods For Air And Emissionshave been issued in third editions.
QA AND QC
Monitoringdata support environmentalprotection. Wrong data can lead to misjudgmentsand
wrong conclusions; there is a common saying, "Wrong data are worse than none at all". A
completequality assessment(QA) systemhas been establishedto ensure that monitoringdata are
representative,complete, accurate, precise, comparable, and can bolster a court case.
QA OrganizationsAnd Their Responsibilities
QA managementactivities in China are handled at three levels: the national QA group under
NEPA, the secondaryQA groups at the provincial, municipalor autonomousregion level, and
the tertiary QA groups at the city level. In addition, special QA offices and labs have been
establishedas part of monitoringstations.
The BMG QA ManagementGroup comprisesthe BMEPBDeputy Director for Monitoring, the
BMEMC Director, BMEMC QA experts and technicians, and representatives from district,
county and enterprise monitoringstations. Monitoring network QA is managed by BMEMC.
Daily managementof QA activitiesis supervised by the QC & Network Office, operating out
of a lab in BMEMC. In addition, other professional labs under BMEMC and monitoring
stations under district, county and enterprise monitoring stationsoften undertake QA and QC
activities in their fields.

The responsibilitiesof the QA ManagementGroup are:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Reviewingand approvingQA regulationsand work plans;
DevelopingQC procedures;requirements;
Compilingtechnical documents(monitoringspecifications,manuals, guidelines);
Supervisethe developmentof reference material and QC samples;
Manage technical support and personnel training for network monitoring stations;
Certify the network and its laboratorypersonnel;
Evaluate network labs; and
Supervisearbitration of monitoringdata quality disputes.

Responsibilitiesof the BMEMCprofessionallabs' and district, countyand enterprise monitoring
stations' QA offices include:
* Manage QA activities within their fields, review QA technical plans and organize their
implementation,and review QC data;
* Develop QA work plans and regulationsand organize their implementation,and regularly
report on QA activities to stationmanagementand the next level of monitoring stations;
* Provide QA guidanceto lower-levelmonitoringstationsand organize technicaltraining and
quality examinations;and
* Organize certificationand lab evaluation.
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Working Contents Under QA And QC
QA refers to the total quality managementof all environmentalmonitoringactivities, ensuring
correct and reliable monitoring data. QC refers to the control of the quality of analytical
operationsat the labs, an important componentof the QA system (Figure 3-1).
THE ENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGQA SYSTEM
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FIGURE 3-1

QA For The Whole Monitoring Process Environmental monitoring is a complex process
including many factors, such as location of sampling sites, sampling frequency, transportation
and preservation of samples, laboratory analysis, and the processing and recording of data.
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Failure at any stage can contaminate the findings. The QA process was developed to ensure
monitoringquality.
1. SamplingSites And SamplesPreservation
Monitoringdata quality depends on its representivity. Monitoring site location, sampling
frequency, time during which samplesare collected,and methods are determined based on
the monitoringobjective, parameters to be monitored, pollutant properties and analytical
methodsas stipulatedby "TechnicalNorms For EnvironmentalMonitoring"and "Technical
ProvisionsFor Source Monitoring". The temporaland spatial distributionof the sampling
sites shouldreasonablyreflect the concentrationlevels, variation ranges and patterns of the
pollutamts.

The regular maintenanceand calibrationof samplingdevicesand instrumentsand the choice
and maintenance of sample containers should be carried out according to technical
provisions.

Samplingpersonnel shouldclosely adhereto operatingrules, fill out the samplingrecords,
and preserve and transport the samples according to technical provisions. A specific
procedure should be establishedfor each stage.
A blank test should be made at the sampling site to identify any errors in collecting,
preserving, storing or transporting samples. A random control check on the sampling
procedureshouldbe done to ensure that fieldpersonnel have followedall samplecollecting
provisions. Any deviations should be promptlycorrected.
2.

In-lab QC
The purpose of in-lab QC is to ensure that monitoringand analysis errors are controlled
within allowablelimits and that results achievedare reasonablyprecise and accurate. Inlab QC includes the standardizationand calibration of instrumentsand equipment, blank
tests and and testing of the process, the plotting and review of the calibration curves, and
the identificationand review of the reference samples,to confirm the accuracy of analytical
results. Blank test values, precision, and accuracy can also be controlled using the QC
charts. These measures should enable the analysts to control analytical errors within a
predictablerange.

3.

Inter-labQC
The purposesof inter-lab QC are to investigatesystematicerrors among the labs and find
their source, to improve their monitoringand analysis levels.
*

AUlabs in the monitoringnetwork shoulduse national analytical methods to reduce
systematicerrors and ensure that the data obtained are comparable. Non-standard
methodsmay be used if they have been tested and approved. All labs shouldmonitor
and review their analyticalqualityagainstthe standarddetectionlimitsand accuracies.

*

Standard samples and QC samples prepared by each lab should be tested against
institutionalreference samples, to confirm the value of a quantity.
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*

All labs in the monitoring network should participate in BMEMC's annual
examinations and analysis of unknown samples. Certificates will be given to
qualifyinganalystsand uncertifiedanalysts will be barred from monitoring,analysis
or reporting data.

*

Systematicerrors between labs should be promptly investigated.

CalculationAnd ProcessingOf The MonitoringData
The monitoring data should be calculated and processed according to "The Technical
Norms For EnvironmentalMonitoring" and environmentalmonitoringQA manuals.
All labs should submit corresponding QC data to the QC managers simultaneouslywith
reportinganalytical data. The analytical data are validated only when the QC data pass.

In additionto these QA measures, other QA activitiesinclude:
Development of a complete quality management system. "The Quality ManagementSystem
For Environmental Monitoring In Beijing Municipality", outlines the role of QA in the
monitoring network and specifies standards for analysts, sampling, the preservation and
transportation of samples, the management of labs, monitoring and analysis methods, the
quantityand value transmissionsystem for QA, the examinationof labs' analyticalquality, QC
for regular monitoringand analysis, the review and managementof regular analysis data, and
reporting on QA. In addition, some individual labs have drafted their own standards for
personnel, instrumentmanagement,lab safety, QA procedures, data review and reporting and
sample maintenance. QA standardsand monitoringhave been enhancedby the developmentof
these systems.
Development Of Reference Materials Reference materials are materials whose values,
characteristicsand compositionare known and can be directly used as reference standards to
calibrate instrumentsand evaluate measurementmethods;this helps labs to gather comparable
and consistentdata from different regions, industrial sectors, and labs.
BMEMC has developedreference manuals for water quality, soil, crops and organisms, some
of which have been adoptedas national standards. In addition, BMEMC prepares QC samples
for regular air and water quality monitoring.
The basic prerequisites for national primary reference materials:
* CertificationSeveral labs test the material using the certified measurement method (or
additional methods, if approved);
* Consistentresults should be reported from all labs.;
* The material should be stable for at least one year;
* Homogeneityshould be within a specific range;
* The material shouldbe nationallycertified and catalogued; and
* The material shouldbe composedaccording to nationalprovisions.
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Certifiedreference materialscan be used in instrumentcalibration,comparisonanalysis, and lab
evaluations. BMEMC supplieslower level labs with national primary and secondaryreference
materialsand QC samples.
QA Manuals The publication of QA manuals and guidelineshas helped implement of QA in
environmentalmonitoring. BMEMCparticipated in the publicationof a number of books:
* Books on monitoringand analytical methods
Analytical Methods For Environmental Monitoring (1983), including monitoring and
analytical methods for water, air, soil, plants, and noise pollution. The book was a
collaborationbetween 66 organizations.
"UnifiedAnalyticalMethods For Source Monitoring: Wastewater", 1983.
"Unified Analytical MethodsFor Source Monitoring: Waste Gases", 1982.
"AnalyticalMethods For Water And Wastewater Monitoring", 1989.
"AnalyticalMethods For Ambient Air And Waste Gases Monitoring", 1990.
"GuidelinesFor AnalyticalMethods For Water And Wastewater Monitoring", 1990.
* QA Manuals

"QAManual For Ambient Water Quality Monitoring", 1989.
"QA Manual For Ambient Air Quality Monitoring", 1989.
3

"Technical Codes For EnvironmentalMonitoring SurfaceWater And Wastewater" (Vol.
1), 19865.
"AmbientAir And Waste Gases", (Vol. 2), 1986.
"Noise", (Vol. 3), 1986
"BiologicalMonitoring(Water Quality)", (Vol. 4), 1986.

"StrengtheningThe Technical Training of Monitoring Personnel"
Rewarding High-qualityLabs Labs may be judged high-quality in order to encourage and
reward outstandinglabs, share experiences,raise monitoringpersonnel qualityand improvelabs'
monitoringquality and management. These labs are selectedbased on the results of quantitative
examinationsand assessmentsmade by an expert examinationpanel, judging them on personnel
quality, physical conditions, management,QA activities, and professional achievement.

THE AUTOMATIC AR QUALITY MONITORING SYSTEM
Coal is Beijing's major industrialand domesticenergy source; as much as 24 milliontons of raw
coal is consumedannually. This is a significantsourceof air pollution, especiallySO2 and TSP.
3) and in winter may
Beijing's annualSO2average is twiceas high as WHO guidelines(60 lAg/m
reach as high as 700 ygJin. The annualTSP average is three times higher than WHO guidelines
(90 yg/m3 ) and during winter has been as high as 1000 ,ug/m3 . There are 490,000 motor
vehicles in Beijing; NO, and CO pollution near major roads is significant. The daily NO2
average is approachingthe WHO guidelineof 150 tg/m3 . From May to October, there are 194
hours a year during which the hourly 03 average is higher than standard, with a peak value of
290 jug/m3 . There is serious potentialfor photochemicalsmog pollution.
Beijingis developingrapidly and air pollutionis already very serious. Before the 1980s, only
periodic manualsamplingand laboratorychemicalanalysisof SO2 and TSP was done in Beijing.
About one hundred persons were neededto carry out a city-wideair qualitysurvey. This survey
could be done only twice a year (once in winter, once in summer); during each survey period
sampleswere only taken for four hours a day for five days, totalling40 hours a year. Samples
taken over such a limited period are temporallyunrepresentative,and do not reflect maximum
pollutionlevels or distributionpatterns. Chemicalanalysis of the samples usually took two or
three days, so pollution status was not promptly reflected and pollution control measures'
effectivenesscould not be assessed.
These measuresdid not providethe timely,complete,accurate, or city-widepollutionmonitoring
crucial to environmental management and the implementation of environment protection
regulations. In 1982 NEPA decided to study the feasibility of an automatic air quality
monitoringsystem, and named Beijing the demonstrationcity.
DESIGNINGAN AUTOMATICAIR QUALITYMONITORINGSYSTEM FOR BEIJNG
Objectives
The requisiteguidelines for an automaticair quality monitoringsystem are:
* Evaluationof the city's air quality and comparisonof this against national environmental
quality standards;
* Observationof long-term variations in the city's air quality;
* Assessmentof impacts caused by air pollution;
* Evaluationof pollution control measures' effectiveness;
* Applicationof this informationto city planning; and
* Developmentof pollution diffusionand forecastingmodels.
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In order to realize these goals, a system that would accurately monitor the crucial parameters
and achieve representive time and space resolution, for the least cost possible, was needed.
Requirements
Parameters Monitored Beijing's air pollution is characterized by coal burning and vehicle
exhaust, so the most important parameters are:

* So2, TSP, NOx, CO,

03, and meteorologicalfactors such as wind direction and speed,

temperature,and relative humidity.
* Time Resolution
Five minutesis the standard time resolutionfor a continuousreal-time monitoringsystem.
The hourly average is derived from twelve five-minutevalues, and the valid annual data
capture rate should not be less than 75 percent of the theoretical annual number of data.
* Space Resolution
BMG total land area is 16807.8 krn2 , of which the city covers 87.1 km2. Beijing's
populationis 10.668million, of which 2.616 million live within city limits. This large an
area calls for a great many monitoringsites for comprehensivespace resolution, but the
enormnous
investmentneeded makes this unrealistic. It was decided that eight sites would
suffice for the core Beijing MunicipalAir Quality Monitoring System (System),based on
guidelines for number of sites and correction factors in WHO/GEMS Air Ouality
Monitoringin Urban And IndustrialAreas". Monitoringlocations were chosen from data
obtained from the 84 manual sampling monitoring sites of Beijing's 1970s monitoring
network,and eight representativelocationswere statisticallyidentified.
Features
The System, which began operations in 1984, was designed with the following features:
* The System is a network of 8 stationary monitoring substations (three in permanent
buildings,five in movable shelters) with standard monitoringparameters and instruments
(Table4-1).
* It is a real-timemonitoringsystem; the mainframecollectsdata from the substationsevery
five rninutes. The central station is informedof air quality status at any given time.
* The System is operated continuously,year-round. Large amounts of monitoringdata are
obtained, long-termpollutionpatterns displayedand areas or times of the most serious air
pollulionproblems are noted.
* A radio/computernetwork controls the substationsand immediatelytransmits data. Data
is collectedand processed continuouslyand various reports, tables, plots or other formats
can be readily generated and used by administrativepersonnel.
* A qualityassurance (QA) and technicalsupportlab helps the System to operate dependably.
The substation microprocessors automatically calibrate and correct the monitoring
instruments, ensuring that the data obtained are accurate, reliable, comparable, and
irckable.
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* It is an automatic and unattended System needing minimal maintenance, saving large
amounts of manpower.
LOCATIONS
AND FEATURES
OFSUBSTATIONS
LOCATION

DISTRICT

FEATURES

SUBSTATION
TYPE

1.

Ming Tombs

Scenic and
historic area

Upwind of clean area; background
site.

Movable
shelter

2.

Near BMEMC,No. 4,
West Chegongzhuang
road

Boundary of
Haidian-Xicheng
Dis.

Inctudestraffic from Xicheng &
Haidian Districts;convenientfor
comparingdata from various
instruments& making studies.

Movable
shelter

3.

Qiarunen
Dongdajie

DongchengDis.

City center; near main roads;
commerciallyactive; dense population

Movable
shelter

4.

DongchengDis.;
Dongsi Liutiao

DongchengDis.

Commerciallyactive; densely
populated;many small heaters;
downwind area with serious air
pollution

Stationary
building

5.

Tiantan Park
(Temple of Heaven)

Chongwen Dis.

Downwind area; median & small
factories;denseLy populated;many
small winter heating stoves; serious
air pollution.

Movable
shelter

6.

Agriculturat
ExhibitionHall

Chaoyang Dis.

Northeast suburb; Large & mediun
factories;many new residential
blocks with central/districtheating;
residentswill increase;

Movable
shelter

7.

Haidian District,
Huangzhuang

Haidian Dis.

Northwestsuburb; many cultural,
educational& scientificresearch
institutions;population rapidly
increasing;

Stationary
building

8.

Shijingshan
District,Gucheng

ShijingshanDis.

Western suburb close to Capital Iron
& Steel Corp., emitting coal-burning
fumes and other gases

Stationary
building

TABLE4-1

System Enhancement
Data collected from 1984 to 1988 was used to revise each substation's representativity, using
such techniques as space correlation analysis and cluster analysis. Upon completion of the
study, sites will be adjusted to achieve optimal System layout.
A mobile monitoringvan was added to the System in 1990, to be used as an backup substation
should a substationfail, as an additional substationif Beijing changes enough to make System
layout suboptimal, or as a temporary substationin response to pollution concerns. This van
played an important role during the 11th Asian Games in 1990.
Industrial enterprises have been encouraged, through Governmental subsidies, to establish
monitoringsubstationsin their plant. The data obtainedby these substationsare shared, through
on-line communicationor exchangeof data diskettes, with the System's mainframe computers.
By 1990, substationshadbeen establishedat the YanshanPetrochemicalCorporation, the Capital
Iron & Steel Corporation, and the Beijing Coking & ChemicalsPlant, giving the System three
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additionaloff-line substations.
CONFIGURATIONAND INVESTMENTOF THE SYSTEM
Configuration
The System consistsof three parts: local substations,the central station and a QA and technical
support lab.
Substations

In each substation, air is continuouslypumped through the samplingsystem manifold into the
reaction chambers, where it is continuously monitored. Ten times every second the
microprocessorat each substationcollectsthe real-timedata from each instrumentand holds this
data in temporary storage. Every five minutesthe central stationqueries each substation,which
sequentiallytransmitsback the five-minuteaveragesgeneratedby the monitoringinstrumentsand
related informationsuch as temperatureand winds at the substation.
If needed by the central station, the substationcan transmit current real-time data, retransmit
past data, and perform zero and span corrections, within a specifiedrange, on the instruments.
In addition to passively operating under central station control, if the central station or
communicationlinks fail the substationmicroprocessorscan store the five-minuteaverages for
16 hours or moreand transmittheseto the central stationwith no data loss when communication
links are restored.
The Central Station
The central stationis equippedwith a PDP-11/44 minicomputer,running applicationsoftware
MONSYSunder the multi-userreal-timeoperating system RSX-1lM.
Real-time control: MONSYS, timed by RADIO and based on parameter ISTAST, signals to
each substation, which, in turn transmit the first set of five-minuteaverages to the central
station. T'hecentral stationsignalsthe substationif these data are received withouttrouble. The
substationthen deletes the successfullytransmitted data set and transmits the next set of data.
This process continues until the substationis emptied of five-minutedata. AU the data are
flagged during transmission, indicating whether they are normal data, invalid data, zerocalibration data, span-calibrationdata or higher-than-standarddata. The operator can control
the substationthrough DIAG, read data from the substation, transmitthe central stationtime to
the substation,revise central stationparameters, revise substationparameters and transmitthese
to the substation,transmitsubstationparametersback to the central station, and issue corrections
and substationstart and stop orders.
RADIO, via LOGGER, can also display on the console status messages transmitted back from
the substations,suchas power, calibrationor communicationfailure, or data storage full. There
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is a healthy transparency betweenthe central station and the substations.
Data Reports and Tables: Two data files are constructedwhen MONSYSis started. One is the
five-minutedata file, storing the five-minuteaverages of all parameters monitored at the 8
substationsfor 32 days. The other is the hourly date file, which stores the hourly averages of
all parametersmonitored for 367 days. REPORTproduces various reports based on these files.
The Systemregularly providesone hourly report, the three daily reports, seven monthlyreports,
five figures, and five retrievals. The reports and retrievals can be called up and displayedon
the CRT terminal or printed. As the five-minutedata are stored by the month and the hourly
data by the year, last month's five-minutedata and last year's hourly data of last year are
transferred from disk to tape storage as the new month or year begins and the new files are
opened. The files on tape can still be read and reports and retrievals still produced, through
REPORT using the data on DL3 even if DLl is being used by MONSYS for real-time data
collection.
Quality AssuranceAnd Technical Support Lab
The quality assurance and technical support lab (QA lab) is an important part of the System.
A complete QA procedure for all componentsis of vital importance to the System's proper
operation,especiallytechnicalsupport,preventativemaintenance,rapiddiagnosisand debugging,
and an appropriate stock of spare parts.
The QA lab is equipped with various primary standard gases (SRMs), working standard gases,
flow rate calibrationdevices (includinghigh-volume,medium-volumeand low-volume),special
monitoring instruments used for standard transfer, calibration devices for meteorological
instruments,portablecalibrationdevicesfor performanceaudits, electronicmeasurementand test
apparatus, tools for special and general purpose, and spare parts.
The main tasks of the QA lab are:
* To minimizedata loss from instrumentfailure or interference;
* To establish a completeQA procedureto ensure that data obtainedby the Systemare valid,
accurate, comparable and trackable.
Equipment
Continuousair monitoring instruments are the backbone of the System. There are various
commerciallyavailablemonitoringinstrumentswhichsuch a Systemmightuse. The right choice
of instrumentis the key to the System's normaloperation. Instrumentsselectedshouldmeet the
following requirements:
* Instrumentdesign shouldbe equivalentto internationallyrecognizedstandardsas approved
by authoritativeorganizations.
* The instrumentsshouldoperate continuously,automatically,and with minimalattendance
for a long time.
* The instruments should generate accurate and reliable data and be able to be checked and
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calibrated for zero and span at pre-determinedintervals.
* Instrument measurementranges and other specificationsshould meet national air quality
standards.
* Instruments should need minimal maintenance and replacement, and make problem
diagnosisas easy as possible.
* The instruments' long-term and continuous operation should meet national safety
regulations.
The most important feature is instrumentreliabilityover long-term unsupervised operation.
A careful survey, drawing on experienceat homeand abroad was carried out during the design
of the System. Monitoring instrumentsusing dry methodsand approved by the USEPA were
finally selected. The major equipmentused in the System is listed in Table 4-2.
A PDP-11/44 minicomputer,produced by DEC, was originally selectedas the System's central
mainframe. It has since become possibleto use less expensivemicrocomputersto replace the
minicomputer.
Investment
Capital Investment The System comprises 8 substations,a central station, a communications
network, and a QA and technical supportlab. Investmentin System hardware (excludingland
acquisitionand civil works) was US$1.3 million (1983).
Operationof the System during 1984-1991suggeststhat these figures are reasonable. Investment
correspondsto the total number of substations;investmentin other componentswill increase as
the number of substationsdecreases.
Investmentin the QA and technicalsupportlab is vital to the collectionof reliable data. Beijing
experiencesuggestsa minimalQA procedureshouldaccount for 10 percent to 20 percent of total
investment.
When stockedspare parts account for 10 percent to 15 percent of the total investment,the longterm reliability of the Systemis ensured and the annualvalid data capture rate shouldnot be less
than 75 percent. If prompt technicalservice from the instruments' manufacturersis available,
investmentin stocked spare parts may be safely reduced below this.
As computer technology is developing rapidly investment in a mainframe and data
communicationsystem may be reduced to as little as 10 percent.
Operation Costs These include replacementcosts for spare parts and the costs of power, traffic,
and other consumables(not including instrumentdepreciationand labor costs) (Table 4-2).
SYSTEMOPERATION
The System, put into operation in early 1984, has been continuouslyoperated, 24 hours a day,
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SYSTEMOPERATIONALCOSTS (1984-1993)
Cost

Cost of spare parts
Cost of power, traffic

Accumulated
Investrent
(USSXiOGo)

consumed
and other consumables

Totat

Accumutated
Cost
(USSX1000)

Annual Cost
(USSX1000)

470

380

110

110

11

580

490

49

38

TABLE 4-2

365 days a year for 8 years. Zero and span calibrationsare automaticallycarried out at each
substation at predetermined times every day (the first three years) or every other day (the
subsequentfive years). Every day, the QA techniciansprint out the substations' calibrationand
status reports and submit them to the System manager.
* The System manager orders scheduledadjustmentor maintenance,based on the "Control
Limits And CorrespondingActivities Table".
* Monthlypreventive maintenanceis done out at each substationand a report filed.
' Each substationis cleaned and inspectedannually, usually in autumn.
* The instruments' standardtransmissions(workingstandardgases and gas flows) and multipoint linear calibrationsare inspected annually, usually at the same time as the substation
cleaning.
* A performanceaudit of each substationis done every other year.
* Once a month experiencedtechniciansreview the validity of the collected data.
* Each month's data is analyzed at the beginningof the next month and this is reported to
BMEPB.
* An analysis of the previous year's data is completedin January of the next year and an
annual monitoringreport submitted.
All of these records are maintainedin a complete technicalarchives.
Valid Data Capture Rate
The rate of valid data collectedby the Systemis the major assessmentof its reliability. Except
for the off-linedata obtainedby IP10 particulatemonitors, Systemdata is collectedon-line. Each
substation reports every five minutes on ten parameters. 2880 five-minute data should be
reported from each substationevery day, 1,051,200 five-minutedata in a year, and 8,409,600
data shouldbe obtainedfrom the 8 substationsper year.
(8409600 - Permissible Lost Data) - (Lost Data)
Annual Valid Data =

Capture Rate

---------------------

8409600 - Permissible Lost Data

Permissiblelost data is data lost during daily substationzero and span calibrations, scheduled
System maintenance, multi-point linear calibrations and performance audits, and a certain
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percentageof data unavoidablylost.
Lost data is data lost during instrumentfailures, unexpectedinstrumentmaintenance,repair or
adjustment,and invalid data caused by calibration failures. Valid data capture rates for 19841990 are shown in Table 4-3.
Real-time Data Capture Rate 1%)
(1984-1990, 8 Substations)
Month

Jan.

Feb.

--

Mar.

Apr.

May.

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

--

97.0

96.7

93.0

91.0

91.3

88.1

94.6

93.6

94.5

87.3

92.7

Year
1984

Annual
Mean

1985

96.3

94.3

96.4

89.6

92.6

91.8

87.2

82.5

94.7

92.8

91.8

87.0

91.4

1986

87.3

87.0

90.0

91.5

95.4

94.7

93.6

90.9

80.9

87.5

87.7

93.6

90.8

1987

95.7

91.3

83.9

85.6

94.5

89.1

89.5

81.7

94.9

90.0

89.9

89.9

89.9

1988

91.8

75.8

84.7

73.3

87.0

86.0

70.9

81.7

75.9

71.6

85.4

85.5

80.8

1989

71.4

89.9

90.4

86.0

85.2

85.1

69.3

78.7

85.5

58.8

74.8

74.7

79.2

1990

64.3

85.8

88.3

69.0

68.1

63.5

69.6

83.5

88.7

85.9

73.3

85.0

77.1

TABLE 4-3

Data capture rates during 1984-1987were higher than 90 percent and fairly stable, but have
dropped to 80 percent since 1988. The monitoringinstruments failure rates were relatively
stable during this time. The computers failed less often than the monitoringinstruments, but
computer failure causes serious data loss. Only one parameter would be lost if a substation
instrumentfailed, but ten parameterswould be lost in a microprocessorfailure. In recent years,
due to rapid changein computersit can be difficultor even impossibleto get replacementparts
for computer models originally purchased. Reduced data capture rates since 1988 can be
attributed to this.
System experience indicates that if the System is equipped with well-choseninstruments and
maintainedby capable technicians, data capture rates reflect the supply of spare parts and the
timely replacementof equipment. A large investmentis needed to ensure this. Nevertheless,
simpler means of improving the data capture rate should be sought out. In general, regional
ambient air quality status is reflected reasonablyaccurately when the annual data capture rate
is no less than 75 percent. This rate can be achievedwith annualoperation costs equivalentto
4 percent to 5 percent of the total capital investment.
Instrument Failure Frequency
Another reflectionof System reliabilityis the average time between instrumentfailures (MTBF)
during operation.
M

T

Average Operation Time (Hours/Instrument*Year)
B
F
(
H
o
u

r

s

)
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Average Failure Times (Times/Instrument*Year)
80 Systeminstruments(not includingthose in the central stationand the QA lab) are useddaily.
These failed 1067 times between 1984 and 1990, averaging 153 breakdowns per year or 1.9
times per instrumentper year. On average a continuouslyinstrumentwould operate for 4610
hours, or 192 days before it would break down.
Statisticalanalysis of instrument failure and MTBF for major instrumentsover 1984-1990are
shown in Tables 4-4 and 4-5.
Instrument Failure (1984-1990, 8 Substations)
Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

TotaL

9

16

9

29

16

15

11

160

16

16

15

13

11

10

13

13

155

5

7

11

8

12

19

15

14

142

7

12

11

18

13

5

9

16

8

131

24

14

12

9

10

8

11

10

10

153

15

16

20

16

11

7

11

17

157

12

9

12

25

10

24

11

16

11

170

13

12

12

16

11

14

12

14

12

153

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

1984

11

8

7

15

14

1985

13

14

12

9

1986

14

13

10

14

1987

12

6

14

1988

11

2Z

12

1989

17

8

9

10

1990

11

13

16

Average

13

12

12

Jun.

Year

TABLE 4-4

INSTRUMENTFAILUREFREQUENCYAND MTBF 41984-1990)
FailureTimes

TECOModel 43 SO
2
Monitor
(B Sites)

Model 148/EN0s
Monitor
(8 Sites)

1984

21.00

21.00

1985

26.00

1986

13.00

1987

17.00

1988

13.00

1989

15.00

1990

17.00

AnnualMean

17.40
2.18

FailureTimes
(Times/ins.Y)
MTST (hs)

4018.00

TECOModel 48 CO
Monitor
(8 Sites)

TECOModeL49 0,
Monitor
(8 Sites)

16.00

15.00

16.00

13.00

23.00

20.00

25.00

23.00

15.00

13.00

14.00

15.00

14.00

15.00

23.00

16.00

11.00

21.00

18.00

12.00

18.70

16.40

16.10

2.33

2.05

2.01

4273.00

4358.00

3760.00

TABLE 4-5

Zero and span drifts in the instrumentsare caused by changes in electronic circuits and gas lines
over the long-term operation of these instruments. According to QA control limits, the
microprocessorwill not automaticallycorrect the drifts if they are greater than +3 percent for
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zero drilftor + 15 percent for span drift, and must be manually adjusted. Between 1984 and
1990 40 instruments were adjusted 817 times, or 2.9 times per year; an instrument could be
operated for 3020 hours or 126 days before adjustment was needed (Table 4-6). Instrument
repair or adjustmentaveraged4.8 timesper instrumentper year; this reliability and maintenance
level was found acceptable.
INSTRUMENTADJUSTMENTFREQUENCY1984 TO 1990 ( 8 SUBSTATIONS)
Year

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

JuL.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Total

1984

10

15

11

15

5

15

9

9

12

3

11

13

128

1985

17

8

14

27

6

5

7

16

15

23

17

18

173

1986

9

6

3

5

6

6

7

9

18

9

8

6

92

1987

17

4

3

11

7

11

8

15

3

13

8

7

107

1988

14

17

10

11

7

7

13

13

9

7

5

9

122

1989

17

4

3

11

7

11

8

15

3

13

8

7

100

1990

9

4

8

5

5

10

11

8

11

5

7

12

95

13

8

8

11

6

9

9

13

11

10

9

10

117

Average

TABLE 4-6

QA AND EQUIPMENTMAINTENANCE
QA
The Sysitemcomprises many components, including the gas sampling system, continuous
monitoringinstruments, radio communicationlinks and computer control systems. Problems
caused by any one componentcan harm or even cripple the entire System. Instrumentdrift or
failure due to changes in electronic circuitry, optical paths or gas lines during operations,
fluctuationsin regional power supply, weather changes or staff technical skills directly affect
data accuracy. The System was designed to operate unsupervised and the time between
substationinspection and maintenancetours is long. Great amounts of invalid data might be
taken for valid if substationproblemsare not promptlyidentified. An effectivequalityassurance
routine is therefore very important.
Major procedures of Beijing's QA program, as based on the USEPA QA Manual, are:
* StandardTransmission
These include standardgas flow transmissionand standardgas concentrationstransmission.
* Gas flow standard transmission
The flowmeters used in the substations' multi-gasdynamic calibrator are calibrated at the
QA lab through the following steps. First, the volume flows of the primary standard
flowmeters (soapfilm and wet flowmeters) are calibrated using National Institute of
Standards and Technology(U.S.) standard barometers, thermometers,and stop watches.
Then the transmissionstandard-themass flowmeteris calibratedusing the primary standard
flowmaner. Finally, the two working standards-themass flow controllers (0-10 Llmin and
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100mg/min) used in the substation's multi-gas dynamic calibrator are calibrated with the
transmission standard.
QA lab transmission standards are recalibrated every six months and substation working
standards are calibrated once a year. The acceptance indexes for flow calibration are very
strict-the correlation coefficient of the calibration curve must be > 0.9999, the slope
between 0.99-1.01, and the intercept < 1 percent of full scale.
* Standard gas concentrations
The QA lab is equipped with primary standard cylinders containing CO and NO (SRM).
The primary standard gases concentration values are transmitted, using a set of special
analyzers, into the QA lab transmission standard cylinders. Then the transmission
standards are transmitted, using special analyzers, into the working cylinders for daily
calibration at the substations. The errors of the calibrated concentrations should be within
±2 percent.
SO, is transmitted using SO2 permeation tubes. The permeation rate of a tube selected
from a batch of commercially available products is determined at the QA lab. This
permeation rate is then used as the transmission standard, against which the substation
permeation tubes are measured.
The substation 03 analyzer concentration values are directly calibrated against the QA lab's
primary 03 UV photometer (TE49PS).
* Instrument Calibration
Instrument calibrations include multi-point (5-7 points) and single-point calibrations. The
former are done while inspecting new machines that have not yet been used, or while
examining instruments that have been repaired or had major parts replaced. Under normal
circumstances, a multi-point calibration is done once a year. Single-point calibrations are
done every one to three days, generally to correct zero drifts and span drifts. The
calibration point for span is set at 75 percent of full scale.
The QA lab transmission standard cylinders (CO and NO) and permeation tubes (SO2)are
used for multi-point linear calibrations of the substations' monitoring instruments. Linear
correlation coefficients are used as the major basis for acceptance of the instruments
calibrated. For SO2 and NO analyzers, the coefficients should be higher than 0.999; for
03 and CO analyzers, they should be higher than 0.9999.
* Data Corrections
In addition to data collection, the substation microprocessors also correct data. After
regular zero and span calibrations, the instruments, within specified control limits (s +3
percent for zero drift and < ±15 percent for span drift) for each channel, calibration
parameter and correction mark, instrument drift may be automatically corrected by the
microprocessors. Beyond these limits the correction function is disabled, and the data is
flagged for calibration failure. The operators must then visit the substation and examine
and correct the failed instrument. The instrument should be overhauled if its zero drift is
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greater than +5 percent or its span drift +25 percent, and should not be used again until
the failureis located and repaired and a completemulti-pointlinear calibrationdone (Figure
4-1).
0 Performance

Control LimitsForZeroAnd SpanDrifts And Recommended
Measures

Audits
In addition to
the regular
zero, span, and
multi-point

Data invalid;
maintenance&
instrument
recaiibration
required
±5%

t25%
Instrumentsmust be manuiLly readjusted

±3%

±15%

I i n e a r

calibrations of
ZeroDrift Systemautomatically
correctsitself Span
Drift
(% FuLLScale)
(% FullScale)
sub station
o
o
instruments, FIGURE4-1
independentperformanceaudits should be done periodically in order to establish System
self-assessmentguidelinesso that the auditorcan assess effectivenessduring substationand
QA operations, further verifying and improvingthe accuracy of the System.
A seitof portable gas calibrators and cylinders containing SO2, NO and CO mixtures are
used for the audits. Audit concentrationpoints and other criteria are taken from the
USEPA QA manual. Assessment results are usually considered satisfactory if the
correlation coefficient is within the range of 0.9950-0.9999, and unsatisfactoryif it is less
than 0.9950. Monitoringand calibrationinstrumentsand standard transmissionsreturning
unsatisfactoryresults shouldbe carefully examined in order to identify the problem.
A System of this type needs a thorough and stringent set of QA procedures, in order to
insure the precisionand accuracyof the monitoringinstrumentsand to control and improve
the quality of the data collected.
Equipmenet
Maintenance
High quality instruments should be chosen for the System in order to improve its reliability.
Maintenanceand managementis very important. System managementemphasizes:
* Training, supervisionand experienceexchangesfor maintenancepersonnel, who shouldbe
able to rapidly diagnose and correct instrumentfailure.
* Strict implementationof preventivemaintenanceprocedures. This is especiallyimportant
during the windy and dusty days between winter and spring and humid and rainy days in
summer. A detailed preventative maintenance program, including maintenance items,
cycles, and requirements, is described in Table 4-7.
BENEFITSOF THE SYSTEM
The System has become an effectivemonitor of Beijing's ambientair quality. In the eight years
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since its implementation, its major objectives have been fulfilled and measurable environmental
benefits have been achieved.
Comprehensive Assessment of Ambient Air Quality
The System is a real-time, continuously operated monitoring system. Present and past air quality
status, such as the ambient levels of SO2 , CO, NOx, 03, TSP and related meteorological
conditions in any Beijing district can be accessed by the control center at any time. The System
collects great quantities of accurate and internationally comparable data; an "Annual Report On
Beijing's Environmental Quality" is produced based on this information. These data provide a
scientific basis for the analysis of Beijing's air quality and reflect the effectiveness of control
measures and the development of Beijing's environmental management program. The System
has become an important tool of Beijing's environmental management agencies.
Air Quality Problems And Trends
Beijing has gained a deeper understanding of its key air quality problems, such as the effects of
S02 and TSP pollution from coal-buming. In the urban districts, annual SO2 averages are twice
as high as the National Secondary Standard and WHO guidelines of 60igIm' (during winter daily
SO2 averages top the annual average by 26.5 percent, and peak values have reached as high as
700gg/m3 when meteorological conditions have prevented dispersion; annual SO2 averages are
therefore determined by winter pollution levels). Daily S02 patterns reveal peaks in the morning
and the evening, corresponding to patterns in heating and household cooking. The EPBs have
therefore taken measures to control SO2 emissions from municipal furnaces and domestic stoves.
Efforts have been made in recent years to change the energy structure. Fuel gases (coal gas,
liquified natural gas) are being promoted; 165,000 families use these for heating and 85 percent
of Beijing households use them for cooking. 19.3 percent, or 32.14 million m2 of the City of
Beijing has been fitted with municipal heat. An improved coal briquette is being promoted for
domestic use and heating boilers have been refitted accordingly. SO2 emissions have been
controlled somewhat. The annual SO2 average over the past ten years has stabilized and slightly
decreased, in spite of continuous growth in industry, population and energy consumption during
the same period. Nonetheless, it will be difficult to meet the National Standard and WHO
guidelines without large investments.
3 in 1986 to 109Ag/m
3 in 1990.
The System found a gradual increase in NO,, from 93Asg/m

In downwind suburban areas from late spring to early autumn, C3 peaks reached as high as
290gg/m3 ; during 1991 194 hours found 03 concentrations higher than standard. This forecasts
potential photochemical smog pollution; BMG has strengthened traffic pollution control measures
accordingly.
Research Applications
The System has excellent time and space resolution, and the data obtained can be used in various
scientific studies. The following studies have been carried out during the System's eight years'
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operation.
* "Predictingand ForecastingAir PollutionIn Urban And Suburban Areas In Beijing". A
study forecasting air pollution used data collected by the System, emission inventories
obtained during the source survey, and background information on atmospheric physics
froim1986-1988. Four sets of models were established:
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Forecast Model For Air PollutionPotential", forecastingwintertime SO2 pollutions
and summertime03 concentrations;
"AtmosphericDispersionModel: SO2 Disk Model", which, in combinationwith the
first model, forecastsdaily and winter S02 and 03 averages and their various sources;
"Atmospheric Model: Practical Model For Air Quality Assessment", assessing
pollution status and contributions from various sources and forecasting the
effectivenessof various control measures; and
"Patterns Of Photochemical Smog Pollution And Simulation Of The Pollutants'
Behavior", providing a basis for further study of photochemicalsmog pollution.

Basedon these results, a study entitled "Long-termLeast-CostEnvironmentalManagement
Strategic Planning", supportedby the World Bank, is underway.
* "ContributionsFrom Various Particulate Sources And Their Control". Monitoring data
indicatesthat TSP, a seriousproblem in Beijing, in winter is only 20 percent to 30 percent
higlherthan that in summer. Other studies estimate that 60 percent of TSP comes from
natural sourcesand 40 percent from coal-buming. Contributionsfrom various sourceshave
been studied since 1990, using System data, samples collected specificallyfor this study
and the receptor model-chemicalmass balance model combinedwith the dispersion model,
to trace the contributionsfrom various TSP sources and provide a basis for EPB decisionmaking.
* "Air Quality Monitoring Siting And Monitoring Frequency Optimization". Representive
monitoringof a region's environmentalquality using the fewest possible monitoringsites
is very important. Monitoringsites should be continuouslyadjusted to reflect industrial,
populationand traffic pattern changes. The present locationshave been optimizedthrough
cluster analysis of System data. Areas outside System coverage are monitored usirg a
mobile unit. Optimizationoptionsand a developmentprogram will be drafted based on the
results of these activities.
Due to Beijing's large area, manualsamplingis still necessaryin remote areas not covered
by the System. Statistical analysis of historic data obtained by the System have found
optimalfrequenciesfor manualsampling. Studyof SO2 samplingfrequenciesrevealed that
the relative errors were:
8 times per day (30 minutesat a time)== >
6 times per day= = >
4 times per day== >
4 times per day (daytimeonly) =

6 percent
11 percent
14 percent
20 percent
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A study of samplingcycles, showedthat relative errors were:
samplingevery other week== >
five days per month= = >

20 percent
20 percent

five days per quarter= = >

35 percent

These results were used to determine the optimal frequencies and cycles for manual
sampling.

* "System Design Optimization". The System has been frequently reviewed and modified
sinceits establishment. Systemhardwareand softwarehave been improvedand operational
experienceaccumulated. BMEMCsupervisedthe design, installation,testingand operation
of automatic air quality monitoringsystems and personnel training for Zhengzhou City,
Lanzhou City, and AnshanIron & Steel Corp, and supervisedthe design, installation,and
trial operation of air quality mobile monitoring units for Qingdao City and Beijing
Municipality,as well as training technicalteams capable of designing, installing, testing,
operating, maintainingand managingthese systems.
About 20 research and assessmentprojects have been carried out with the help of the System,
and its environmentalbenefits will be more apparent if more applicationand research projects
are done using the large amount of data collectedby the System.
EVALUATIONOF THE SYSTEM
During the 1960s, automaticair quality monitoringsystemswere establishedin manydeveloped
countries around the world, and these technologies matured during the 1970s. Long-term
experiencehas proven these systems' effectiveness,but their cost/benefitratio and how to obtain
acceptabletime and space resolution for the least possible investmentare still being examined
by environmentalagencies around the world.
Beijing's AutomaticAir QualityMonitoringSystemhas operated effectivelyfor eight years, but
is not the one critical measure for ambient air quality monitoring. The investmentin such a
systemis large, but the cost/benefitratio shouldbe measuredby whether monitoringobjectives
have been met and useful data are collected. If these data are then applied to a soundpollution
control program, the cost of a computerizedsystem would not necessarilybe more than that of
manualsamplingmethods. Beijing's Systemcost an initial capitalinvestmentof US$1.3 million
and annual operating costs are US$49,000. Average annual costs will be US$135,000 if the
System is operated for 15 years. The System generates not less than 525,600 hourly data and
6,307,200 five-minutedata each year; eachhourly data costs US$0.25and each five-minutedata
only US$0.02.
An air quality monitoringsystem could be broadly definedas any systematicprogram providing
air quality data. A monitoring system may be relatively simple or very complicated;basic
systems are shown in Table 4-8. Various hybrid systems may be composed from these basic
systems, according to individual requirements. As Table 4-9 shows, different systems
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correspondto different monitoringobjectives.
TYPESOF AIR QUALITYMONITORINGSYSTEMS
SYSTEMTYPE

SYSTEMSTRUCTURE

TIMERESOLUTION

Chemicalanalysis Continuous,
t 30 days
at lab Periodic,
2 30 minutes
Periodicor t 1-24
hours

A.

Manualsampting
method
Passivesamplingmethod
Absorption tube method

B.

Automatic sanmler
system

Automatic sampter

C.

Off-line continuous
monitoring
system

Continuous and automatic
instruments
+

Computer Continuous,
2 5
(off-line)
minutes

D.

On-linereaL-time
monitoring
system

Continuous
and
+
automatic
instruments

Data communicationContinuous,
t 5
Computer(off-line) minutes

Chemicalabsorption
candle
+
Chemicalreaction
film

Instrumental determination
+
at lab

Continuous

TABLE4-8

Type C and D Systems fill a wide range of objectives,but call for a large investment. Type A
is simpler and its monitoringparameters are limited, but certain objectives may be achieved
through a generous use of manpower. Type B fills many basic objectives, but its monitoring
parametersare limited and time resolution is poor. The final selection will be determined by
the seriousness of local air pollution, population distribution, progress in pollution control,
monitoringtasks and objectives, and the available technicaland financial resources. A careful
study shouldbe made to define the specific objectivesand the usage of the desired monitoring
data.
The system's space and time resolutionshould be determinedbefore the system is designed, as
the requirementsfor each are different. Good space resolution needs sufficiant samplingsites,
whilegood time resolutioncan only be achievedwhen samplingis done in appropriateintervals
over a long period of time. Long-term continuousmonitoringat many sites is needed if both
good space and time resolutionsare wanted. The large investmentrequired makes this difficult,
so many environmentalprotectionagencies opt for either good space resolution or good time
resolution. The goal of design optimizationis to get acceptabletime and space resolutionfor
the least possibleinvestment.
Mixed systems (a certain number of continuous automatic substations located in strategic
commercial,residentialand industrialareas, measuringprioritypollutants)may be economically
reasonable when monitoring objectives and acceptable time and space resolutions have been
determined. The ratio of the cost for single instrumentused in different systems is as follows:
ManualSampler: AutomaticSampler: ContinuouslyMonitoringInstrument = 1:10:100.
The lifetime of the latter is significantlylonger than that of the former.
Prior to the 1980s, monitoringrelied on manual sampling. Time resolution was very poor due
to low samplingfrequencies and long intervals between sampling. Manual sampling methods
were greatly affectedby the operators' skills and many factors could not be controlled through
QA procedures. Later, much data proved invalid. It will be more cost-effective if more

ATTAINABLEOBJECTIVESBY DIFFERENTMONITORINGSYSTEMS
MonitoringObjectives

ObjectivesAttainal e Sy Different MonitoringSystems

RequirementFor Times

A. Manual Sampling

8. Automatic

Sampling
_
ReouiI_____________
| Absorption
Passive
Sampling
Sampling
__________________________

l

REGULARMONITORING
(1) Observationof long-term
trend
(2)

Judgementof pollution
status

C. Off-line
Continuous
Monitoring

D. On-line
Continuous
Monitoring

Daily mean or monitoringmean
Daily mean and concentration
from one measurement

SPECIAL MONITORING
(3) Pollutionforecast

Hourly mean

(4)

Assessmentof healthrisk

Hourly or daily mean

(5)

Assessmentof
environmentalimpacts

Daily or monthly mean

(6)

Supply informationfor
city development

Hourly or daily mean

(7)

Verificationof
dispersionmodel

Five-minutedata

(8)

Surveyof public
complaintsagainst
pollution

Hourly mean or five-minute
data

(9)

EIA

Daily or monthly mean

TABLE 4-9

H

0

Jq
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parameters are included when a continuousand automatic monitoringstationis established.
The necessityfor a real-time, on-line system has been questioned. Obviously,the requirement
for a real-time environmentalmonitoringsystem is not as urgent as that of a meteorological,
fire-fighting or traffic control system. However, transparencybetween the control center and
the substationshelps insure that the substationstatus and the data quality can be confirmed at
any time, If a mixed system must be established, it is important to ensure that the different
monitoring techniques and analytical methods chosen will generate reliable data and that
standardizedQA/QC procedureswill be adopted.
Aboveall, an air quality monitoringsystem must be designedin accordancewith prevailinglocal
conditions.

Preventive Maintenance Register
Substation No.
No.

Annex 4-1

Location

Maintenance'

1.

General Substation
Facilities

2.

Sampling System

3.

Monitoring Instruments
(1) S02 Analyzer
(2) CO Analyzer
(3)

4.

Dynamic Calibrators

5.

Microprocessor

6.

Communication Radio

Maintenance
Frequency
(Times/month)

Year
Month
23456789
1 2 3 4 5

6

Operator

7

8

1012
101112

9

Preventive Maintenance Record
Substation No.
No.

Year
Item

Maintenance
Cycle
(Times/month

1

SAMPLING SYSTEM
Replacement of dust filter

2/1

2

Cleaning of sampling manifold

1/1

3

Removal of water in the trap
bottle

4

Check the operation of the
blower

1/1

5

Check and clean pipelines and
connectors

1/2

6

Clean the outlet grid of the
blower

1/6

7

Clean the inlet grid of the
funnel

1/6

I

CORRECTION SYSTEM
Remove the water from the
condensate filter of the air
compressor

1/2-1/1

1/2--111

Month
1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 1112

No.

Item

Maintenance
Cycle
(Times/month

2

Remove the water from the cold
trap at outlet of the air
compressor

1/2--1/1

3

Check for any water trapped by
the pipelines

1/2-1/1

4

Check the pressure indicated at
111 front panel

1/1

5

Clean 111 fan filter

1/1

6

Remove the dust inside 111

1/6

7

Check the temperature indicated
at 146 front panel

1/1

8

Clean 146 fan grid

1/1

9

Remove the dust inside 146

1/6

10

Check the pressure indicated at
the inside pressure gage

1/1

I

MONITORING
INSTRUMENTS MODEL 43
SO2 ANALYZER
Check flow and pressure, clean
the capillary if necessary

2

Check zero and full scale

1/3

3

Clean 5 VDC output

1/3

4

Clean fan filter

1/1

5

Clean fluorescent chamber

1/12

6

Remove the dust inside 43

1/12

7

Replace aromatics cutter

1/18

8

In humid season remove water

1/1

July-Sep.

trapped in the pipelines

I

14 BIE NO. ANALYZER
Replace the dessicator

1/1

2

Check the pressure in the
reaction chamber and clean the
capillary and film as necessary

1/1

3

Check zero and full scale

1/3

4

Check 5 VDC output

1/3

5

Clean fan filter

i/l

6

Clean cooler fan

1/2

52

Month
1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

No.

Item

Maintenance
Cycle
(Times/month

7

Clean the dust inside 14B

8

Check and replace the converter

ef < 96%

9

Clean the reaction chamber and
PMT

1/12

10

Replace 0, remover

1/24

I

MODEL 48 CO ANALYZER
Check flow and clean the
capillary if necessary

1/1

2

Check zero and full scale

1/3

3

Check 5 VDC output

1/3

4

Check detector
Intensity I (KH.
Intensity 2(*)
AGCI ()
AGC2 ( )
T (QC)

1/I

1/6

P (mmHg)
5

Clean fan filter

1/1

6

Clean the dust inside 48

1/6

7

Clean optical path chamber

INT < 1S
KHz

8

Check correlation coefficients

1.14-1.18

I

MODEL 49 0, ANALYZER
Check flow and clean the
capillary if necessary

11

2

Check zero and full scale

11/3

3

Check S VDC output

1/3

4

Check the detectors
Detector A (KH7)

1/3

Noise

A()
B(

T
P
5

Clean fan filter

lll

6

Clean the dust inside 49

1/6

7

Clean the optical chamber

f < 70 KHz

8

Replace the converter of 0,
remove

A,B balance
< ±3%

53

Month
1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

Item

No.

1

METEOROLOGICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Check zero, full and semi-full
scales

Maintenance
Cycle
(Times/month

1/3

2

Check and clean the transducer

1/12

3

Clean or replace the bearing

1/24

WS
Ws
I

Check zero, fall and semi-full
scales

1/3

2

Check and clean the transducer

1/12

3

Clean or replace the bearing

1/12

1

Hum/T
Check zero, full and semi-full
scale

1/3

2

Check and clean the transducer

1/12

3

Check and clean the fan

1/12

i

GENERAL FACILITIES
Clean the shelter

1/1-3

2

Clean the air conditioner filter

3

Clean the lobby fan

4

Check and clean exhaust outlets

1/6

5

Check the temperature and
power controls

1/1

6

Add oil to air conditioner and
instrument pumps

1/6

1/1

Signature of the operator
Date (Day/Month)

54

Month
1 2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

MANAGEMENTAND USE OF MONITORINGDATA
The achievementsof environmentalmonitoringare reflected in the collecteddata. Conversely,
the validity of monitoring data is the foundation of environmental management. BMEMC
assembles data on water, air, noise, soil and biology gathered by the municipal, district and
county monitoringstations, some of the enterprise monitoringunits, such as the Capital Iron &
Steel Corporation,the Tap Water Company,and the Hydrological& GeologicalCompany,and
results from a survey of the industrial sector and furnaces and kilns located in Beijing. All of
these are important raw data.
Foreign monitoringtechnologywas introducedin 1983 and an AutomaticAmbient Air Quality
MonitoringSystemestablished. Sincethen, Beijing's ambientair quality has been continuously
monitored, guidingenvironmentalmanagementand research. Procedures were developedfor
the analysis, storage and statisticalapplicationof this data, evolving alongside environmental
monitoringactivities.
ANALYSISAND STORAGEOF MONITORINGDATA
Monitoringdata obtainedfrom chemicalanalysisare reported only once they have been checked
by the analystsaccording to quality control (QC) procedures. In addition, designatedpersonnel
review raw data collected from these sources. Data outside normal ranges must be rechecked
and the reason identifiedin order to ensure the reliability of the data.
Instrumentaldata errors from the automatic monitoringsystem have been virtually eliminated
by BMEMC's complete quality assurance (QA) system, and standardsensure the accuracy and
comparability of data obtained from different monitoring substations. Nonetheless, certain
factors cannot be controlled through QA procedures; in these cases the data are analyzed for
validity, processed by special data analyzersand stored for later use.
Validationand Processing Of AutomaticMonitoringData
In addition to comparing real-time data with zero-drift and span-drift control limits during
regular corrections, it shouldbe specially analyzed to remove data generated during abnormal
operationalconditions. This is the last and most important QC procedure.
From the beginningBMEMC emphasizedthe importanceof data analysis and processing, and
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designates special technicians for the monthly analysis of all collected data. A computer
program has been developed to assist this. The analysts, who are full-time technicianswith an
appropriate professionalbackground, must have:
* Theoreticaland practical experiencein environmentalmonitoring;familiaritywith selecting
sample sites, samplingmethodsfor various pollutants, knowledgeof pollutant sourceshow
they affect sampling, and a quantitative understandingof concentrations and variation
patterns of pollutantsin different areas.
* Knowledgeof the monitoringsystem's data acquisitionmethods and QC procedures.
* Some knowledgeof basic statistics.
* Attentionto equipmentstatus and varying trends.
Checking the raw monitoringdata includes:
Diagnosis of Corrections to Zero And Negative Values Under zero drift control limits allow
a small arnount of drift. Monitors may indicate values dropping slightly below zero when
ambient concentrationsof the pollutants are extremely low; these values do not reflect actual
conditionsbecauseit is impossiblethat the concentrationscould be negative. Zero and negative
values, therefore, are corrected to half of the monitors' minimum detectable limits (MDLs)
during the hourly averages calculation.
Negative values caused by monitor failure are invalid and removed from the hourly averages
calculation.

The analysts review the two different results and decide whether the data should be corrected
or removed. The diagnosisprocedure:
* First, certify the results of zero and span calibration. If these do not qualify, delete data
obtained during this period.
If they qualify, check for possibleMDLs based on conditionsat the monitoringsite; check
the data for any variation patterns and compare these to results from similar monitors at
the same site or the same monitorsat similar sites, to see whether the monitors have failed
or reflect actual conditions. The data listed in Table 5-1, though very close to the MDLs,
are valid data collected from one substationduring high humidity conditions.
Data Obtained During A Failure CorrectionIf the values of zero-drift and span-drift are
higher than those allowed by the control limits, the data are invalid and the substation
microprocessorwill not correct these.
BMEMC analyzes correction failures in order to increase the data capture rate. Failure
corrections may also be caused by inadequate supply of standard gases or a decrease in
permeabiliity. If this is found to be the case and the monitors are operating normally, the data
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will be accepted and, after correction for
drift, included in the statistics of valid data.
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Power Failures Temporarypower failures may occur at substations. The microprocessorsand
radio sets will resume operationsonce power is restored, and data will be transmitted to the
BMEMC. The monitoringinstruments, however, require a warm-up period; data generated
during this time are invalid. This period is calculatedaccordingto the instrumenttype and the
impact of power failure on its performance.
When the systemwas implemented,a computerprogram was writtento boost working efficiency
and help automatedata checks. Key functionsof the program are:
An automatic filtration of all five-minute data Negative values are corrected to half of the
instruments' MDLs; sudden-changevalues and fixed values are flagged; starting and ending
times of failure correctionsare recorded. Data invalidatedby power failures and instrument
recovery time is deleted. Five-minutedata between the starting and ending times as input by
data analyzers is deleted. The first two five-minutedata for NO,, NO2 and NO after the
conversion from calibration to monitoringare deleted.
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This program was establishedbased on data analysis experience accumulatedover the first
several years of operations. The data derived are accurate and representative. In addition,
problemsrevealed by data analysishave been used to examinethe operating system, enhancing
its operationalreliability.
For example, data analysis revealedthat at one substationthe concentrationof certain pollutants
followeda regular daily variation. Meteorologicalconditionsand instrumentcalibrationswere
stable, but concentrationswere lower than the base pollutionstatusin the area. An examination
of the site revealed a crack on the samplingmanifoldinside the shelter, blending air inside the
shelterwith samples pumped into the instruments, and monitoringdata did not reflect ambient
air quality. The data became valid after the samplingmanifoldwas replaced.
In an another example, one substation'shourly 03 concentrationswere higher than standardfor
several successive days in October 1986, even though instrument calibrations were normal,
sunny days were infrequent and the substationwas in an area without significant03 pollution.
Data analysiisindicatedthat these high 03 values were abnormal. A field surveythen foundthat
the ventilation pump had failed, so 03 emitted from the NO, monitor did not disperse but
accumulatedaround the shelter, leading to increased 03 concentrationsaround the sampling
intake. These data, though obtainedfrom a normally operating 03 monitor, had to be deleted;
results stabilizedafter the ventilationpump was replaced.
It is very difficult for the checking program and QA procedures to identify abnormal cases of
this type. These problems often only can be found by experienced technicians applying an
understandingof environmentalconditions, pollutants' variationpatterns and a careful study of
the actual circumstances. Data analysis is an important QA procedure to insure normal
operation of the System.
Following this review, the remainingfive-minutedata are correct, valid and can be used for the
calculation of hourly averages. These data are stored for use if no errors are found on
rechecking.
Modes of Data Storage
Disk and Tape Storage The five-minuteaverages are stored on the mainframecomputer hard
disk, as are the hourly averages derived from the average of the five-minutedata. The hard
disk's storage capacity is just enough for 32 days of five-minutedata and one year of hourly
averages from each substation, so at the end of each month the five-minuteand hourly data are
transferred onto tape backup for storage.
The five-minuteand hourly data are stored in data files, taggedby pollutioncode and date. The
concentrationdata (valid and invalid, zero and span adjustment information)obtainedthrough
monitoringare stored in sequence, in the designatedfile. The data over a certain period for a
certain pollutantcan be called up by specifyingtime, code and record numbers.
Storage in Report Form Generally, the data are not stored in report form. However, daily
averagessometimesare used to analyzeenvironmentalquality, or individualdaily averages may
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be used for research or to compare different monitoringmethods. In these cases it is more
convenientto use the monthly reports. It is also more practical to print out monthlythe daily
averages over one month and monthlyaverage for each parameter monitoredat each substation.
These reports are also an effective mode for data storage. These reports have been printed out
monthly since 1984. If the daily averages are required they can be derived from the monthly
reports. Otherwise, daily averages shouldbe called after they have been dumpedfrom the tape
back onto the disk.
Various reports are issued using the monitoringdata. These are produced by data management
techniciansusing specially designed computer programs. However, data stored in the report
format are suitable for only limited applications. They are not suitable for sorted statisticsand
calculation, which find it more convenientto use the data on disks.
Monitoring data obtained through manual samplingare also stored in this format and will be
managedby and stored in the computerwhen the databaseis completed.
Beijing SurfaceWater Quality InformationManagementSystem
In Beijing there are 204 water quality monitoringsites, located at major waterways, lakes and
reservoirs. Water samples are taken manuallyand analyzedin laboratories. More than 20,000
monitoring data are collected each year. The Beijing Surface Water Quality Information
ManagementSystem was establishedusing an IBM-PC/ATcomputer for more efficientuse of
these data. Data from previous years were also incorporated once they were collated and
screened, the measurement units standardized and the monitoring and analytical methods
identified.
Water systemshave been sequenced, coded, and stored in the computer for inquiry and recall.
Water qualities are assessed in accordance with their function (drinking water, agricultural
irrigation, etc.) using the Nemorowpollutionindex.
The water quality database can produce reports, diagrams or tables detailing:
* one-year data;
* multi-yeardata;
* monitoringmethods; and
* high values.
REPORTSAND STATISTICALANALYSISOF THE MONITORINGDATA
The Systemdoes not belong to WHO/GEMS/Air,so WHO report formats are not used. System
reports are instead based on the format established by System software MONSYS. The
statistical analysis methods and the diagrams and tables, however, are based on WHO's
"Analysisand Interpretationof the GEMS Data".
Major Reports
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Hourly, daily and monthly reports, rose plot concentration curves and daily and monthly
calibration tables are regularly generated by the System.
Hourly reports: for each parameter twelve five-minuteaverages each hour and the hourly
average are reported from each substation.
Daily reports: Three reports are produced:
* Daily average for each parameter at each substation;
* Hourly averages, maximums,minimums,daily averages and standard deviations(SD) for
all parameters at each substation;
* Hourly averages, maximums, minimumsand daily averages for one parameter at each
substation.
Monthly reports: Seven reports are produced:
* Monthly average of each parameter from each substation;
* Daily averages, maximumand minimumdaily averages, monthly averages and standardviolation rates within one month for all parametersat one substation;
* Hourly averagesand daily maximums,minimums,averages and SDs within one month and
daily hourly maximums,mininums,averagesand SDs for one parameter at each substation.
* Statisticson wind direction and speed at each substation;
* Statistics of maximums, averages and their frequencies at various wind directions and
speeds for each parameter at each substation;
* Statisticsof standard-violationrates within one monthfor all parametersat each substation;
* Statistics of data capture rates.
Rose plots: These are plotted using the five-minutedata over one month at each substation.
Three types are produced:
* Wind roses;
- Pollutionroses for one pollutant;
* Pollutionindex roses for one pollutant.
Concentration curves: These are also plotted using the five-minute data, showing
concentrationchanges each day for each pollutantat each substation.
Daily calibration tables: Calibration time, calibration values for zero and span, and
percentageof values higher than standard, for each parameter at each substation.
Monthlycalibration tables: Zero and span values during each calibration within one month;
values higher than the given calibration values will be flagged for all parameters at each
substation.
Retrieval The System automaticallyretrieves the following figures:
* Five-minute data exceeding the standard, and corresponding meteorological conditions
(monthly);
* Maximumfive-minutevalues, and correspondingmeteorologicalconditions (monthly);
* Maximum hourly averages, and correspondingmeteorologicalconditions (annually);
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* Daily average values exceedingthe standard, and the correspondingday (monthly);
* Daily average values exceedingthe standard and the correspondingday (annually);
These tables, reports and retrieval results can be obtained from the database, and displayedonscreen or printed out. Pollutantsmay be measuredin ppm or mg/M3.
StatisticalProcessing And ComprehensiveExpressionOf MonitoringData
Air pollutantconcentrationsare characterizedby great volumesand variations. Pollutantsources
vary considerablyduring the year and consequentlythe data plot themselvesover a large range.
These data should be analyzed by scientific statistical methods before being used to judge
pollution levels and changes. Statistical terms and methods used are consistent with WHO
provisionsand winter and summerdata are assessedseparatelybefore being incorporatedin the
monthlyand annualstatistics. Furthermore, the eight Systemsubstationsites are classifiedbased
on their locations (urban, near, suburb, urban near-suburb, and rural) and their different
environmentalcircumstancesare factored into the analysis.
Calculation Of The Central Tendency And Discrete Index Of The Data Maximums,
minimums,averages (includingarithmeticaverages, geometricaverages and medians),standard
distributions (including mathematicaland geometric SDs), percentiles, and standard violation
rates are calculated.
The averages and standard violation rates include monthly and annual averages, winter and
summer season averages, urban, inner-suburb and urban near-suburbarea averages.
Test Of Data Distribution Data are grouped based on their range. Each datum is grouped,
frequencyand accumulatedfrequencydistributiontables are plotted, and accumulatedfrequency
percentagesare calculated. Data distributioncharacteristicsare determinedthrough makingplots
on the logarithmicprobabilitypapers.
Analysis Based on the above calculations, analyses are made of the pollutants' temporal and
spatial distribution characteristicsand the relationships between pollution and meteorological
conditions and between pollution, geographical environment and pollution sources. The
relationshipbetween pollutantconcentrationsversus time and pollution roses are plotted.
The confidence interval estimations, differential importance tests, and trend analysis are also
carried out during the multi-yeardata statistics.
MONITORINGDATA AND ENVIRONMENTALMANAGEMENT
Much environmentalquality informationhas been provided for environmentalmanagementand
decision-makingsince the foundationof BMEMC. The service is provided in several forms:
Monthly Ambient Air Quality Reports
Since 1985, monthly reports (Monthly Report On Ambient Air Quality In Beijing), based on
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analysis of ithe statistical data obtained by the System have been circulated to environmental
managementand municipalagencies,other monitoringinstitutions,and large enterprises. These
reports include: monthlyaveragesof each pollutantat each substation;maximumdaily averages;
standard violation rates; comparisonswith the previous month and with the same month in
previous years; comparisons of pollution levels among the substations; analysis of special
pollutant concentrationsand a comprehensiveassessmentof monthly pollutionstatus.
SeasonalReports On EnvironmentalQuality
A report is issued each quarter. In additionto System data, manual samplingdata obtainedby
district or county level monitoringstationsare incorporated into this report, particularly CO,
NO,, TSP, dustfall, SO2 , and sulphationrate data. Headings and agenciescopied are same as
for the monthly reports.
Bulletinsare issued after surface water monitoringduring wet and dry periods. Concentrations
of various pollutantsoccurringduring theseperiods, standardviolationrates and the reasons for
these are counted and analyzed.
Annual EnvironmentalQuality Reports
Annual reports on environmentalquality have been issued since 1988, in preparation for the
annual natio:nalenvironmentalprotectionmeeting. All data obtained through the environmental
protection system and a basic statisticalanalysis are included in these reports.
In addition to the annual reports, environmentalquality reports will be compiled every five
years. These reports will: review fundamental conditions, urban development patterns,
construction and environmentalstatistics; evaluate environmental quality based on monitoring
and statisticaldata; summarizethe current status of pollution sources and emerging trends; and
highlight achievementsand countermeasuresin the field of environmentalprotection.
The data collected by the environmental protection institutions are inadequate for a
comprehensiveanalysis as required by these reports. Therefore, more data are drawn on to
compile these reports, particularlyon waste gases, wastewaterand solids discharge, treatment
and comprehensive usage; modification of furnaces and kilns; discharge of priority toxic
substancesin industrial wastewater;investmentin pollution control, and the implementationof
pollution control simultaneouslywith industrial projects, and meteorologicalinformation like
visibility, inversions,precipitation,temperatureand wind speed and direction.
Provision of Informationto AdministrativeAgencies
The informationrequired by administrativeagencies can be rapidly accessed from BMEMC's
large store of information,particularlythe real-time data generated by the System. Examples
include:
Service During the 11th Asian Games BMEPBofficials paid close attention to environmental
quality and changesand took measuresto control pollution sources to ensure the success of the
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11thAsianGames, held in Beijingin 1990. BMEMCsuppliedaverage concentrationsof various
pollutants, their variation patterns at representativelocations over the past several years, and
monitoringdata during the games.
Monitoring sites and areas have been expanded since 1990 as Beijing hopes to host a future
OlympicGames and wants to ensure the required environmentalquality.
This collection of monitoring data enables BMG and environmental protection agencies to
strengthenabatementmeasures, control industrialpollution at the source, and greatly improve
environmentalquality.
Monitoring During Severe Weather Conditions Beijing's environmentdeterioratesduring the
winter due to increased emissions from coal-burning stoves and meteorological inversions.
Converselyin spring, windy and dusty days are common. At these times, BMEMC monitors
related parametersand provides this data and its analysis to the appropriate agencies.
Other Services Fireworks may cause both safety problems and environmental pollution.
Environmentalquality data from spring festival periods has been analyzed and ambient noise
levels and relevant pollutionparameters monitoredfor the last three years. Reports have been
providedto administrativeagenciesto help them decidewhether Beijingshould designatespecial
areas for firework displays.
A serious tfiower accidentoccurred over the North China Power Network in February 1990.
An analysiswas carried out, using monitoringdata from the time of the accident, and the results
are being used to prevent future incidents.
Data was provided to the World Bank mission during their study of China's environmental
status.
EnvironmentalImpact Assessments For New ConstructionProjects According to current
laws, an environmentalimpact assessment(EIA) is required for any new constructionproject
or extensiverenovation. A survey of the existing environmentalstatus and an estimate, based
on the nature and scale of the work to be done, of potential environmentalimpacts stemming
from the investmentmust be prepared and submittedto the appropriate administrativeagencies
to help them decidewhether or not to approvethe project. BeijingOriental ChemicalPlant and
Yanshan Cement Plant were constructedaccordingto these requirements.
Monitoring of Pollution Emergencies Specialmonitoringis carried out after a significantwater
or air pollution event. For example, special monitoring was carried out in 1974 when
wastewatercontaining OM was dischargedfrom a pesticideplant, and when S02 was emitted
from a dye plant.
Complaintsabout noise pollution have increasedin recent years. BMEPB has asked BMEMC
to measure noise levels and pressed sources to control their noise by a given deadline. The
effectivenessof these measures has been evaluatedby BMEPB.
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ENVIRONMENTALFORECASTING
A study, headed by BMEMC, the EnvironmentalScienceCenter of Beijing Universityand the
BeijingMeteorologicalScienceInstitute,entitled "AirPollutionPredictionsAnd ForecastingFor
Beijing's Urban And Inner-suburb Areas And Its Applications"was carried out during 19861989. Many disciplines, particularly environmental monitoring, atmospheric physics, and
meteorologywere involvedin the study, whichincorporatedmuchenvironmentalmonitoringand
meteorologicaldata, such as the temperatureof the atmosphericboundary layer and the structure
of the wind field.
Major ContentsOf The Study
Survey Of Air Pollution Sources In Beijing A surveyof pollutionsources was a fundamental
task of the study. A database of air pollution sources was establishedbased on a survey of
Beijing's furmaces,kilns, stoves, traffic pattems and hydrocarbon emissions from gasoline
stations throughout the city.

Beiing's Atmosphere The diffusionof atmosphericpollutants is affected by topographicaland
meteorological conditions. Diffusion factors were determined after analysis of the
meteorological background of Beijing's air pollution and observation and analysis of the
atmospheric boundary layer and diffusioncharacteristicsover the city. A study of wind field
patterns was carried out to determine their effects on pollutant transportation.

Data from itheAutomatic Ambient Air Quality Monitoring System Monitoring data obtained
over the previous four years were analyzed;the results indicatedno significantdifferencein the
data obtainedin different years. In additionto assessingpollution status and general pollutant
patterns, these data were also used to study the distribution of pollutant concentrations, to
examine the distributionof monitoringsubstations,the processing of data, and the calculation"
of the optimal intervals for monitoring.
Beijing Regional Atmospheric Dispersion Models Simple dispersionand practical dispersion
models were developed for differentpollutants and applicationareas.
Study Results A series of air pollution predictionand forecastingmodels has been established
based on the results of this study.
Air Pollution PotentialForecast: Extensiveanalysis and statisticalcalculations of atmospheric
circulations and major meteorologicalfactors were carried out and equations for quantitative
forecastswere established. This analysisand forecastof the weather's affect on serious pollution
is extremely useful for preventing suddenpollution events. A short-term (24 hours) forecast
system of SO2 concentrationsin urban areas was establishedusing the simple dispersion model
combined with the pollution potential forecast.
Practical Dispersion Model: This model is based on the multiple source Gaussian dispersion
equationand can be used to assess current status, includingthe simulationof concentrationfield
and contributionsof various sources, such as in the analysis of the current status of and reasons
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for SO2 pollutionin Beijing. This model can also be used for total pollutant discharge quantity
control. First, the average winter SO2 concentrationfrom 1990 to 2000 was predicted based on
the 1985 pollutionsourcessurvey. Then total quantitycontrol targets for SO2 at various phases
and optimalreductionrates for various area sourcesunder differentconditionswere determined,
using methods similar to those used in Japan and information obtained from continuous
monitoring.
The database of sources like furnaces, kilns, and stoves has supported the establishmentof a
complete, dynamic database for environmental management. The analysis and study of
continuousmonitoringdata shouldhelp optimize Systemoperationsand statisticalprocessingof
monitoringdata, which may have important practical values for resolving similar problems in
air pollution monitoringelsewherein China.
This study has yielded highly useful measures for managing Beijing's air quality. The study,
however, is still in the testing phase and its achievementshave not been widely applied. In
addition, the survey of pollution sources needs to be expanded and study of the atmospheric
boundary layer should be intensifiedto provide even more accurate and effective air pollution
forecasts.
SERVICETO OTHER RESEARCHERS
Monitoring data are highly valuable to scientificstudies, such as the relationship between the
environment and human health, or between changing weather patterns and environmental
pollution.
Environmentalmonitoringdata obtainedby BMEMChave been carefully screened,makingthem
accurate, valid and widelyapplicable,particularlyin environmentalmanagementand forecasting.
These data, if further developed,might play an even greater role in other fields, particularlyin
cooperationwith other cities or countries.
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PERSONNEL TRAINING
BMEMC was China's first environmentalmonitoringdepartment,establishedas environmental
monitoringwas just beginning and there were no personnel specificallytrained in the subject.
Mostof the staff first recruited for BMEMCwere technicalpersonnel,experiencedin chemistry,
biology,physics, geology, geography,meteorologyor electronics,as well as a number of grassroots laboratory technicians. Various professionaltraining was given to the technical staff at
different levels.
Early on some highly trained technical staff were drawn into BMEMC. They had universitylevel and post-graduatetraining, research aptitudeand practicalwork experience, but neededto
adapt their expertise to the demandsof environmentalscience. Their environmentalmonitoring
skills were improved through environmentalresearch, academic exchanges and visits within
China and to foreign countries, collectingpublicationson environmentalmonitoring(generally
not availablein China at the time) and other supplementaryeducationto enhanceknowledgeand
skldls.

They came to master the overall theory of environmentalmonitoringand new developmentsin
monitoringscienceand technology,and definedthe domainand direction of the work to be done
by their departmentand within theirindividualspecialities. They graduallytook lead in the their
specialties' academicrealm. Later, they often becameheads of or advisors to technicaloffices,
in charge of professional work. They developedprofessional work plans, set the course for
scientific research, organized major comprehensive scientific research and instructed
postgraduaitesand personnel in scientificresearch and technical work.
BMEMCestablishedthe post of GraduateStudentfor young technicalfellows possessingstrong
professional skills and expected to benefit from further studies. Upon finishing postgraduate
courses, they research new environmental monitoring topics under the guidance of a tutor.
BMEMC has guided 6 Graduate Studentsthrough to their masters degree.
Over the past decade, BMEMC sent 23 core staff to America, Japan or Canada to enhance their
scope and study advancedtechnologies,techniquesand experiences;on their return most became
the technical backbone of BMEMC. Because not all staff came from an environmental
monitoringbackground and some personnel needed to enhance their knowledge, in the early
1980sBME.MCintroduced training classes for technicalstaff at the assistant engineerlevel and
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above. Examplesincludedweekly classesin "Introductionto EnvironmentalMonitoring",which
lasted for half a year, in which technicalpersonnel received extensive training, and studiesin
mathematicalstatistics. Computerapplicationsand foreign languagetraining were also offered,
in order to supplementstaff skills.
Laboratory techniciansand sample collectorsundertake the most direct and routine monitoring
tasks, so their technical skills directly influence the quality of the monitoringdata. However,
most of them do not bring to the monitoringstationsa strong professionaleducation. BMEPB,
BMEMC and the district and county EPBs prioritizepersonneltraining in their annual worldng
plans. The training is formulated specificallyfor the district and county monitoring stations.
BMEPBannuallybudgets Y20,000 to Y30,000for training. Subordinatetechnicalpersonnelare
sent to training and experts are brought to the stations.
Following NEPA regulationson monitoringquality assurance, in 1987 BMEPB developedthe
"Certificateof TechnicalQuality" for environmentalmonitoringstaff and analysts,and stipulated
that uncertifiedstaff would not be allowedto report monitoringdata. The technicalproficiency
parametersincludebasic theory, experimentaloperationskills and analysis of unknownsamples.
Through training of district and county monitoringstaff, nearly 90 percent of samplescollected
qualify on first check.
PURPOSESAND REQUIREMENTSOF TRAINING
Only a small percentageof staff will enter colleges or universitiesto pursue formal schooling,
which means most staff members will be trained only at their posts. For the laboratory
technicians, the following goals are sought through training:
Basic AnalyticalChemistry
Through studying basic analytical chemistry, laboratory skills, mathematicalstatistics, quality
control and assurance, analytical principles, and typical analytical experiments, the students
develop the ability to think independentlyand solve problems.
Basic OperationalSkills
Through practice in the correct use of glassware and training in volumetric, colorimetric and
gravimetricanalysisand samplingtechnology, the studentsmaster basic operational monitoring
skills.
Use of Special-purposeInstruments
Through use of the large special-purposeinstruments,such as the GC, the AAS, the infrared oil
detector and the automobileexhaust analyzers, the studentslearn the methods and principlesof
instrumentalanalysis, using the instrumentsfor simple maintenancework.
The purposes of training are:
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* Raisingthe basic theoreticallevel by asking the studentsto integrate theory with practice;
* Cultivatinga practical work style, a serious attitude towards the sciences and a rigorous
scientificapproach;
* Increasing the abilities of the technical personnel to carry out scientific experiments
independently,analyzeand solve problems when they meet with difficulties, and improve
environmentalmonitoringquality within the system.
TRAININGMETHODS
These methods are intended to enhance monitoring personnels' professional and technical
training.
* Promising young staff are identifiedand sent to colleges or universities for formal study.

* Once BMEMC and a local universityjointly held a two-year environmental monitoring
program, equivalentto a technical secondaryschool. The students from this course since
have become core staff at the city's environmentalmonitoringposts.
* BMEMC provideslocal monitoringstation staff with post-technicaltraining in water, air
and noise parameters.
- BMEMCoffers short-termtrainingclasses 3-4 times each year, inviting experts, professors
and engineers to give lectures. This is the most common form of training.
* Instrumentmanufacturerssometimesprovide training.
* BMEMCperiodically sponsors competitionsin environmentalmonitoring techniquesand
technologies.

TrainingPlan And Content
BMEPBbudgets funds each year for training to cultivate technicalpersonnel and enhance their
monitoringability, develop environmentalprotection capacity and better serve environmental
management. Over the past decade BMEMC has held 50 training courses, training over 2000
staff. Personnel from other Beijing organizationsand various industrial bureaus, factories,
mines and other enterprises are often also admitted to these classes.
Professionaland technicaltraining is developedvery much in response to the basic sldlls needed
for monitoringand analysis. After identifyingthe amount of training needed in the comingyear
and the amount of funds budgetedfor training, classes are placed in the work plan. BMEMC
conducts classes 3-4 times a year. These courses are normally completedwith a written exam
or exam plus hands-ontest.
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Training work already undertakenby the environmentalmonitoringnetwork system includes:
* Basic theory: Principlesand experimentaloperationalskill of volumetric, colorimetricand
gravimetricanalysis; water and air samplingmethodsand technology.
* Monitoringmethods: Measurementmethodsfor SO2, NOX,CO and sulphationrate in air
and BODs and NH3 in water.

* Professional management: The directors of district and county EPBs and monitoring
stationsvisit and study more advancedunits and share experienceswith them, to heighten
awarenessof service and enhance their managementskills.
* Special-purposeinstruments: To understand the structural principles of the GC and the
AAS infraredoil detector; to practiceinstrumentadjustment;to know how to use analytical
instruments;how to do sample analysisand measurement.
* Qualityassuranceto learn qualitycontroltechnology,to masterqualitycontrol methodsand

the stipulationsof quality assurance.
* Pollution source monitoring: To master the measurement technologies of certain

parameters, especiallyboiler flue dust and gas, auto exhaust, industrial wastewater and
waste gas;
* Computer applications: To learn BASIC programminglanguage for data processing; to
create a database; to use computersfor scientificmanagement;

Training Offered by BMEPB (1982-1990)
. Class
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Operation of Model 590 mercury detector
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Monitoring SO., NOXand dust
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3

8/3/82
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Noise measurement methods and technology

35

4

10/11/82
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Boiler flue dust measurement

35

5
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Boiler flue gas measurement

30

6

12/24/82

2
weeks

Atmospheric SO, measurement by acidity test method

30

7

4/23/83

1 week

Boiler flue dust measurement (emphasis on field monitoring)

23

8

10/10/83

4
weeks

CC analysis

29

9

10/19/83

2
weeks

AAS analysis

14

10

5/4/84

3
weeks

AAS analysis

24

11

9/10/84

1 week

Management (for BEPB and BMEMC managers)

35

12

1/22185

1 day

Use of Model 5100 calculator for processing monitoring data

35

13

7129/85

2
weeks

Water monitoring QA

34

14

9/9/85

2

Basic laboratory principles

36
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4/12186

1 week

Pollution source monitoring methods
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9/19/86

2 days

Measuring water flow velocity

80

17

10/17/86

2
weeks

Measuring oil content with OCMA-200 oil detector

24

18

10/22186

1 week

S-3001 noise meter

25
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11/18/86

4 days

Flue gas darkness test

41
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20

3/9/87

1 week

Polarographic measurement of atmospheric benzene

40

21

6/22V87

1 week

Environmental monitoring sampling technology

50

22

9/5/87

1 week

Water monitoring and quality control technology

36

23

9/5/88

1 week

Boiler flue dust and gas measurement
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24

5/18/88

2
weeks

Oil detector, DO meter

40

25

12112/88

1 week

Comprehensive data analysis

36

26

2/22189

1 week

Boiler flue dust and gas measurement

117

27

7/3/89

1 week

Monitoring server management

35

28

8/21/89

1 week

Monitoring automobile exhaust

80

29

9/11/89

1 week

Environmental noise test

54

30

11/13/89

1 week

Atmospheric monitoring QA

36

31

2/22190

1 week

Boiler flue dust measurement

50

32

3/19/90

1 week

Automobileexhaust management

60
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
BMEMC has carried out environmentalmonitoringfor over 15 years, accumulatingsignificant
experience. A contingent of some 150 technical personnel has been established. BMEMC
frequently conducts academic activities and technical exchanges with domestic and foreign
environmentalmonitoringorganizationsand departments. In addition,BMEMChas an extensive
history of cooperation with domestic and foreign equipmentmanufacturers. BMEMC is thus
qualified to conduct the followinginternationalcooperationactivities:
DESIGNAND IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE ENVIRONMENTALMONITORING
SYSTEM
AutomaticAmbient Air Quality Monitoring System Project
Design and implementationof automatic ambient air quality monitoring systems in urban and
rural areas and industrial districts.
3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

General design of monitoringsystems.
Optimumallocation of monitoringstations.
Structuraldesign of monitoringsubstations.
Selection, installationand adjustmentof monitoringfacilitiesand equipment.
Developmentof computer applicationsoftwarefor monitoringsystems.
Real-timeand on-line adjustmentand operationaltesting of monitoringsystems.
Qualiityassurance and technicalsupport for monitoringsystems.
Technical training of operational personnel and maintenanceof monitoringsystems.
Experience in operational managementof monitoringsystems.

AutomaticStack Emission Source Monitoring System Project
* Design and implementationof continuous sample-extractionand non-sample-extracdon
monitoringof emission sources.
* Overall design plan of monitoringsystems.
* Design of samplingand samplepretreatment.
* Structural design of monitoringsub-stations.
* Selection,installationand adjustmentof monitoringfacilitiesand equipment.
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Developmentof computerapplicationsoftwarefor monitoringsystems.
Real-timeand on-line adjustmentand operationaltest of monitoringsystems.
Quality assurance and technicalsupport of monitoringsystems.
Technical training of operationalpersonnel and maintenanceof monitoringsystems.
Experience in operational managementof monitoringsystems.

AutomaticWater Quality MonitoringSystem Project
Design and implementationof automaticand continuouswater quality monitoring systems for
surface water, groundwater,industrialwastewater and effluents from sewage treatmentplants.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Overall design plan of monitoringsystems.
Optimumdistributionof the monitoringnetwork.
Structural design of monitoringsub-stations.
Design of samplingand samplepretreatment.
Selection, installationand adjustmentof monitoringfacilitiesand equipment.
Developmentof computerapplicationsoftware for monitoringsystems.
Real-timeand on-line adjustmentand operational tests of monitoring systems.
Quality assurance and technicalsupport of monitoringsystems.
Technical training for operationalpersonnel and maintenanceof the monitoring systems.

Mobile EnvironmentalMonitoringStations
Design and implementationof monitoringstationsfor mobileambient air quality, stack emission
sources and dual-purpose mobile monitoring stations for ambient air quality, emissions,
radioactivematerial and water quality.
* Overall design of mobile monitoringstations.
* Selection of vehicle, instrument and equipmentof mobile monitoringstations.

* Retrofitting of monitoring vehicles and installation and adjustment of instruments and
facilities.
* Development of computer application software for mobile monitoring stations, separate
from or integrated with the monitoringsystems.
* Quality assurance for mobile monitoringstations.
* On-line adjustmentand operationallinks of mobile monitoringstations.
* Technicaltraining of operationalpersonneland maintenanceof mobile monitoringstations.
* Managementof mobile monitoringstations.
DESIGN AND ESTABLISHMENTOF THE ENVIRONMENTALMONITORINGLABS
Design and establishmentof environmentalmonitoring labs of the environmental monitoring
organs at the various levels (state, province, municipality,region, etc.)
* Determiningthe duties of the environmentalmonitoringorgans.
* Design of environmentalmonitoringfacilities.
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* Technologicaland architecturaldesign of the environmentalmonitoringlaboratories.
* Layoutof the various labs, includingchemicalanalysislabs, instrumentationanalysislabs,
auxiliary labs and computer facilities.
* Selection of instrumentalfacilitiesfor the environmentalmonitoringlabs.
* Installationand adjustmentof the monitoringlabs' instrumentalfacilities.
* Quality assurance plan of the environmentalmonitoringlabs.
* Technical support of the environmentalmonitoringlabs including the supply of standard
gases, standard reference materials (samples)and samples for quality control assessment.
* Technical training of environmentalmonitoringlab personnel.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SPECIALIST
CONTINGENT

* Provide various specialistsfor short-termor long-terminternationaltechnicalcooperation,
exchange, discussionand consultation.
* Design of environmentalmonitoringprogram
* Design of environmentalmonitoringnetwork.
* Environmentalmonitoringtechnology(sampling,analytical methods, monitoringfacilities,
data processing).
* Environmental monitoring quality assurance.

Environmental pollution investigation and assessment (assessment of present status,
environmentalimpact, environmentalrisk).
- Includingair, water, soil, solid waste,biology,noise and vibration.
3

RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTOF ENVIRONMENTALMONITORING
*
*
*
*

Cooperative research projects on regional and global environmentalmonitoring.
Researchon environmentalpollution dispersion and transportation.
Researchon priority pollutants in the local environmental.
Researchon the regional environmentalmonitoringnetwork.
Research on critical global environmentalprojects.

DISCUSSION
STANDARDANALYTICALMETHODS
Why other countries' methodscannot be adopted directly:
In China, a method can be approved only once it has been optimized according to standard
principles. Some native standard analytical methods, intemally tested and verified, equal
internationalstandards. The adoption of other countries' certain methods cannot invariablybe
ruled out. However, foreign methods should not be copied indiscriminately, but studied,
analyzed, tested and verified, for several reasons:
1. The makeupof a sampleis very complicated,and other factors may influence methods.
For instance, industrial waste gas or wastewater varies according to different raw
materials, production processes and environmental control measures applied. Any
analyticalprocess shouldbe carefullyexaminedto identify the method that will yield the
most precise results.
2.

China's conditions must be taken into consideration while selecting methods. For
example, are the appropriate instrumentalfacilitiesand reagents available, are the labs
qualified, are the methodsconvenientand feasible? If these factors do not fit China's
circumstances,foreign analytical methodswill not be used.

3.

Methods selected have undergonea standardizationprocedure, in which representative
samples are scientificallystudied. Followingexperiments by an appropriate number of
labs, a fairly accurate evaluation of the methodand its permissible error range can be
determined, which provide standard guidelines for quality control monitoring. The
standard analytical method developed thus may be used during arbitration in settling
monitoringdata disputes, because its reliability is generally recognized.

Experience has shown that some foreign methodscannot be directly used in China:
1. Some pollutants common in China, such as organic chloride, phosphorus pesticides,
anilines or nitrobenzines, are not common in other countries, and therefore different
analytical methods are necessary.
2.

Other countriesoften have adoptedmoreadvancedinstrumentsnot yet commonin China,
such as automaticcolorimetricanalysisof organicand inorganicmolecules. Abroad, the
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atomic absorption technique of graphite crucible is commonly used for trace metal
analysisand ultra-micrometal analysis; this is not in common use in China. Instead, the
flame atomic absorption method and other chemical methods were adopted. The
chemical method is still China's primary method of inorganic ion analysis, as ion
chromatographsare not commonly available. Often because of the high price or
unavailabilityof certaininstruments,detectors,reagentsor instrumentalcarriers, methods
more suited to China's circumstanceshave been developed.
3.

Some native analytical methods are better than those of foreign countries, such as the
colorimetric measurement of arsenic. While the photometric method of silver
diethyldithiocarbamate is commonly used abroad, the new silver salt method
(spectrophotometricdeterminationof trace arsenicby using silvernitratepolyvinylalcohol
absorbent solution)was developedin China. Its sensitivityis much higher than that of
the former (the detectionlimit is 0.0004 mg/I, comparedto ), while reducing secondary
pollution from the reagent. This method is now commonly used for background
detectionin China.

Quality Assurance
In the 1970s, developedcountriesperfected environmentalmonitoringquality assurance. It has
been suggestedthat monitoringdata from the early 1960scannotbe used because of poor quality
assurance.
In the early 1970s, scientificresearch in environmentalquality investigationwas carried out in
Beijing by EPBs, universities and several research institutes of the Academy of Sciences of
China, all of which were technicallycapable. However, river pollutant monitoringfound that
pollutionsourcedata were contradictory,producingirrationaldata, because no qualityassurance
measures were taken. For example, the reported level of mercury varied considerably,in spite
of stable discharge patterns and control measures in place. On review it was found that two
different:analytical methodswere used with no quality assurance measures.
Often funds were wasted because of inaccurate monitoringdata:
1. Oils and fats were found in the effluent from an oil refinery. The refinery used freon
as a solvent to analyzethe greases in the effluent and concludedthat both the oil and fat
exceededdischargelimits. Differenttypes of equipmentwere designed by the engineers
to remove oil and fat from the effluent, but were not satisfactory. After investigatingthe
analytical method, it was found that the substances taken for oil and fat were in fact
anotherorganic compound,dissolving both in water and freon. This could be removed
by other methods, which meant that costs for de-oiling and de-fatting equipmentcould
be reduced.
2.

The initial analysis of suspended solids (SS) in a certain factory's effluent of indicated
that SS exceeded limits. When compared to effluent from a neighboring sewage
treatmentplant, the turbidityof the factory effluent was the same as that from the plant,
but the SS in the sewage treatment effluent was only half the legal limit. This showed
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that the SS in the factory effluent did not exceed the limit. It was later found that they
were using two different glass-fibrefilters for analysis, both of which were approvedby
the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection Agency (EPA). After changingthe filters, SS in the
factory effluent met the quality index, saving US$90,000in filter facilities.
3.

The concentrationof cyanogenions (CN') in wastewaterwas 10 times the median lethal
concentrationfor fish, accordingto ASTM detectionmethods,but in biologicaltests the
fish thrived. Later, review of the method revealedthat SCN' was inadequatelyscreened
out and that the wastewatercontainedmuch more SCN' than CN'. BecauseSCN' is less
toxic, treatment costs were far less.

Since the 1980s, quality assurance work has been increasinglycarried out in China, improving
monitoringquality. Assessmentof technicalproficiencyhas been made by the state on behalf
of the monitoring departments and the provincial and municipal environmental protection
research institutes, and the monitoringdepartmentsnow get even better assessmentresults than
the institutes. This is because they have implementedthe principlesof environmentalmonitoring
quality assurance management.
1. To be determinedby the operator according to the conditionsof the instrunents.
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